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1. (U) PREFACE
A .K TRACT

Data on the CV-2B (Caribou_ c _ y were collectedtbthe Aruay Con-
Cept Team in Vietnam (A during counterinsurgency operations in the
Republic of Vietnam (RVN). I Hay to 31 October 1964. The data ana-
lyzed in the present report apI - icuiis k the ACTIV final
report, "Caribou Airplane Min upport of Counterinsurgency Warfare,' (U),
dated 30 August 196

'> The ACTIV project officer and evaluators participated as crew mem-
bers on each type of mission flown in each of the corps zones. Their
observations, interviews, and official records form the basis of this
report. No miss, ons were generated solely for the purpose of collecting
ata.

I The CV-2Bj imder operational control of the corps senior advisors,
special forces in Vietnam, or United States Overseas Mission (USOM),
provided effective and responsive support to counterinsurgency opera-
tions in Vietnam,-

'The short takeoff and landing (STOL) characteristics of the CV-2B
aided by reversible pitch propellers, its capability to fly in and out
of short airstrips under all but the most severe weather conditions,
and its maneuverability in restricted terrain, rendered the Caribou
exceptionally well-suited for sustained support of counterinsurgency
operations in Vietnam. Reversible pitch propeller modification and
AN/ANP-158 (WP-103) weather avoidance radar enhanced the effective-
ness of the CV-2B in Vietnam.

The low-level extraction (IOLEX) technique for aerial delivery of
carSo provided flexibility in selection of delivery methods, resulted
in a significant reduction in cost of air items (equipment needed to
rig for aerial delivery), and reduced rigging and recovery time.

Data collected in the areas of operations, supply, and mai ance
indicated that TOE 1-59D, Aviation Company (Airmobile - Fixed-1Ln,
dated 27 March 1964, is inadequate for counterinsurgency operations\

B. OBJECTIVES ANT) METHODS

1. Objective 1 - Operations

Documerrt the operations of the CV-2B Caribou company and the
support, provided to the counterinsurgency effort in Vietnam.



Methods for meeting Objective I weret

1 ) • .tiatical data wer6 gathered from official records
and reports. Interviews were made with operational
and maintenance personnel.

2) Evaluators and the project officer flew each type of
mission in each corps zone, recorded specific data,
and made general observations.

2. Objective 2 - Airdrop Technique&

Evaluate the airdrop techniques used by the Caribou copany.

Methods for meeting Objective 2 were:

1) Observation was mide of each technique. Specific data
concerning accuracy of delivery were recorded. Liter-
views were made with special forces personnel who re-
ceived the bulk of the supplies delivered.

2) An evaluator or the project officer flew as a crew men-
ber/observer on missions eMploying each type of aerial
delivery technique.

3. ObJective 3 -Evaluation of TOE

Evaluate the TOE under which the Caribou company operated.

Methods for meeting Objective 3 were:

1) Interviews were made with key personnel of the 61st Avia-
tion Company and the Aviation Support Battalion.

2) Records were searched.

3) Observations of the suitability of the TOE were made.

4. Objective 4 - Loisitico

Document the logistical support requirements for. the Caribou
cmpaWn employed in support of counterinsurgency operations in Vietnam.

Methods for meeting Objective 4 were:

1) Interviews were conducted.

2) Records were asarched.

3) Observations of the supply system were made.

2
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5. Objective 5 - Navigation and Communications Equipment

Document the operational use of navigation and communications
equipment installed on the CV-2B Caribou.

Methods for meeting Objective 5 were:

1) Interviews were conducted with crews and communica-
tions personnel.

2) Observations were made during operational missions.

C. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The CV-2B demonstrated its versatility in the movement of troops
and cargo in and to the outlying areas of Vietnam. Its cargo capacity
and its operational capabilities, when coupled with the LOLEX delivery
technique, made it extremely valuable for resupplying isolated special
forces camps and long-range patrols.

Since the 5th Special Forces Group has a routine requirement for US
Army aerial support, CV-2B' s should be allocated to the group. In order
to increase effectiveness, simplify maintenance, and provide flexibility
in aircraft scheduling, the modification to eauip all Caribous in Viet-
nam with reversible pitch propellers should be expedited, Since the
counterinsurgency situation in Vietnam precludes an elaborate radar net-
work, CV-2B's operating in a counterinsurgency environment should be
equipped with weather avoidance radar. In addition, during periods of
poor visibility, some type of 3 rtable terminal guidance equipment
should be provided to assist aircraft in locating the positions of
isolated units operating in remote areas. The technique of placing the
rV-2B under operational control of the supported units proved effective
dnd responsive and should be considered sa the normal means of control
in a counterinsurgency situation. TOE 1-59D, Aviation Company (Air-
mobile - Fixed-Wing), dated 27 March 1964, 5hou_-. .e augmented with
additional personnel and equipment for counterinsurgency operations in
order to provide an adequate command control and an effective mainten-
ance structure.

3
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:M. (C) INTRODUCTION
A. PURPOSE

The purpose of this evaluation was to collect and analyze data on
performance of the US Army CV-2B (Caribou) company during support of
counterinsurgency operations in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN).

8. BACKGROUND

The 1st Aviation Company (Fixed-Wing Light Transport) was deployed
from CONUS to Joit Task Force 116 in Thailand on 23 July 1962. The
companty was moved to Vung Tau, Vietnam in December 1962 to support coun-
terinsurgency operations in the RVN. A second Caribou company, the 61st
Aviation Company (Fixed-Wing Light Transport), was 6elf-deployed from
the United States, arriving in Vung Tau in July 1963.

The first evaluation of the Caribou in support ;;.o counterinsurgency
operations was conducted by the Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV)
from I February to 31 July 1963. The final report covering the first
evaluation, "Caribou Airplane in Support of Counterinsurgency Opera-
tions" (U), dated 30 August 1963, was distributed in September 1963.

The Ist Aviation Company was returned to the United States in Decem-
ber 1963. The 61st Aviation Company, however, continued to support the
counterinsurgency effort in Vietnam, with the aircraft placed under
operational control of the corps senior advisors. A second Caribou com-
pany arrived in Vietnam on 23 October 1964 but was not operational dur-
ing the evaluation period.

The second evaluation was conducted from 1 May to 31 October 1964

and covers operations of the 61st Aviation Company.

C. SCOPE

1. Def..nition of Project

Particular emphasis during the evaluation was placed on-

a) Support provided to US advisor teams, Army of the
Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) corps and divisions,
special forces, and the United States Overseas
Mission (USOH)

b) Command and control

c) Aviator training

5
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d) Airdrop techniques

e) Flight techniques

f) TOE

g) Logistical support requirements

h) Navigation, communications, and radar equipment
installed on the CV-2Bo

2. Setting of Project

a. Environment

The 61st Aviation Company provided support to US advisory
teams, 5th Special Forces Group, ARVN, and USOM in all corps areae of
the Republic of Vietnam. The Caribou flew operational missions under
all but the most severe weather conditions in Vietnam, and used air-
fields located in all types of terrain. During the evaluation period,
part of the 61st Aviation Company was flying in an area of Vietnam
affected by the southwest monsoon rains while the remainder was flying
in an area not affected by the monsoon. Where the physical environment
had significant effect on operations, the facts have been noted. See
annex A for a discussion of the enemy, weather, and terrain.

b. Military Elements

(1) Units

The docum-vntation of operations of the 61st Aviation
Company forms the basis of this report. Data were also gathered from
the following units:

a) 326th Maintenance Detachment

b) 611th Direct Support 'ompany

c) 330th General Support Company

d) 5th Special Forces Group

(2) Equipment

The CV-2B, modified with reversible pitch propeller,
ws the aircivft evaluated. The items used for low-level extraction
(LOLZX) were standard air items procured by and for the special forces.
The T-103 weather avoidance radar was installed on three CV-2B'e, No
special equipment was procured during the evaluation,

6
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(3) Mission

The mission of the 61st Aviation C-mpany as stated in
MACV Directive Number 44, dated 11 December 1963, is to - J aircraft
in the corps tactical zones (CTZ) as directed, in direct support of corps
for forward area transport.

D. EVALUATION DESIGN

The primary sources of data for the evaluation of the CV-2B were ob-
servation of and documentation of the administrative, operational, and
maintenance activities of the 61st Aviation Company. Information was
drawn not only from official records, reports, and summaries, but was
also acquired from reports of operational missions flown by the project
officer and evaluators.

Descriptions of flight techniques, support missions performed by the

: GV-2B, and maintenance and supply procedures were developed from observa-

tions and interviews. Investigation of aircraft availability, mainten-ance man-hour expended, and number and types of support missions flown

resulted in numerical data which were tabulated and analyzed.

. AnlssMethods

a. Data Collection Methods

Data were extracted from unit records, reports, and sunmaries,
and were placed on ACTIV forms specially designed for the evaluation.
Two additional forms were designed to record data on operational mgssions.
These data, interviews with key personnel, debriefirg of crews, and
opinion samplings were recorded both on questioriaires and in narrative

tform. Data collection forms are shown in annex rt

frsob. Analysis Methods

Narrative and functional descriptions provided the sources

for qualitative analyses. Opinion sampling was a secondar means.
Quantitative analysis was based on unit records.

2. Limitations and Variables

Missions were not scheduled solely for the purpose of generating
data. Under the operational conditions prevailing in the RVN, the
nature of the data collected re quired empirical rather than theoretical

form of analysis.

3. Sppor, Reuirgen ~ 7
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Assistance Cmmand (WACV) letter XAG311, dated B June 1964, subject:

Evaluabtion of the CV-28 Ccupany in Counterinsurgency Operations.

The Caribou oucany was in-countryand performing operational

missions prior to the initiation of the p esent evaluation. Nvaluators
joined the 61st Aviation Company after they had received two days of

ori ettion. Data were collected and analyzed during a 195-ay period,



m-. (C) DISCUSSION

A. (C) OBJECTIVE I -OPERATIONS

1 . Comand and Control

The 61st Aviation Company (Fi;Lod-Wing Light Transport) was
attached to the 765th Transportation Battalion (formerly the Support
Battalion). The battalion commander exercised ccmand, but not opera-
tional control of unit aircraft. The US Army aviation element of the
Joint Operations Center (JOC) had the authority to coordinate directly
with the 61st Aviation Company on matters pertaining to alloc.tion and
employment of CV-2B aircraft. (See figure 1.)

The corps senior advisors were allocated most cf the available
CV-2B's and were responsible for stationing and controlling aircraft
and for assigning missions. The corps senior advisors exercised opera-
tional control through the US Army aviation element within the corps
tactical operations center (CTOC). Missions were received and approved
at the CTOC. Approved preplanned missions were coordinated with the
flight sections of the 61st Aviation Company the day before execution.
Add-on missions, emergency missions, or changes in missions were
assigned directly to the aircraft commander by the CTOC. Personnel or
the US Army aviation element at CTOC conducted briefings as considered
necessary. Reaction time to a mission for aircraft on stand-by was the
sun of briefing and takeoff time. When sufficient time was not avail-
able it was standard procedure to brief the crews over the telephone or
by radio after the aircraft was airborne. The CTOC could communicate
with the aircraft through the CTOC FM net. A change in mission could
be transmitted directly from CTOC to the aircraft. When USOM and
special forces were allocated CV-2B aircraft, these agencies exercised
operational control.

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam message, MAGJ324, dated
16 September 1964, allocated CV-2B aircraft with the following priori-
ties:

Using Agency Number of Aircraft Priority

USUK 1 1

Senior advisor I Corps 3 6, 10, 14

Senior advisor II Corps 3 5, 9, 13

Senior advisor III Corps 3 3, 7, 11

9
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Using Agenc Number of Aircraft Priority

Senior advisor IV Corps 3 4, 8, 12

JUSMAATHAI (Bangkok) 1 2

General support 1 15

61st Aviation Company 1 16

Total 16

The 16th aircraft, although allocated to the 61st Aviation Com-
pany for training, was never available because of the low priority.

When necessary, MACV temporarily changed aircraft allocations
to meet urgent requirements for additional aircraft in a particular area
of operations. The aircraft were then returned to the agency having
initial control as soon as the requirement was satisfied.

Aircraft were stationed in accordance with the desires of the
senior advisor in accordance with the tactical situation. The 61st
Aviation Company, minus the one flight platoon allocated to I and II
Corps, was located at Vung Tau and provided support to III and IV Corps
from this location. For increased response, the aircraft allocated to
I Corps were stationed at Da Nang, where I Corps Headquarters was located.
Aircraft for II Corps were located at Pleiku, home of II Corps. (See
figure 2.)

2. Training

When the 61st Aviation Company was deployed to Vietnam in July
1963, the unit was at full strength in both officers and enlisted men.
The problem resulting from all original personnel returning home at the
same time was anticipated and a plan was developed to return the offi-
cers and enlisted men in three increments. One increment would return
at the end of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth months, respectively.
There was also an attempt to ensure continuity through the intra-theater
transfer of personnel. Rotation commenced in May 1964 and was completed
in August 1964. However, a delay in receiving officer and enlisted re-
placement adversely affected both the maintenance and operational capa-
bilities of the unit. Figures 3 and 4 sho the percent presvnt-for-
duty strength of aviators and mechanics during the evaluationz Short-
ages, coupled with the receipt of many replaceent officers and enlisted
men with little or no operational experience, placed a severe training
load on the organization, while operational requirementb remained un-
changed. Aircraft availability, as recorded on DA Form 1352, was not
affected. Maintenance personnel worked nights and weekends to maintain
the maximum number of flyable aircraft.

I11 [ 7 iiI
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The experience level of newly assigned aviators varied widely.
Figure 5 shows the total fixed-wing and CV-2B flying times of pilots
and copilots for all replacement aviators on their arrival in Vietnam.

The tactical situation and the type of flying in Vietnam re-
quired that newly assigned aviators be given a detailed orientation in
operational and conmuncations procedures, the terrain, weather, ani
airfields. Many aviators required additional instruction in short take-
off and landing (STOL) procedures. The amount of time required before
an aviator was operationally qualified varied with the individual and
was not related to his previous flying time. Because the aircraft
alloted was not actually available to the unit for training, all check-
outs were conducted in coujunction with operational missions. This
procedure, although adequate for local orientation, added many weeks
and hours of unproductive straight-and-level flying time before an avia-
tor was qualified. It required an average of 40 hours flying time and
27 days to complete a checkout while flying operational missions. The
16th aircraft, originally intended for training, was never available be-
cause aircraft availability was never 100 percent. The unit standardiza-
tion officer estimated that the average time for qualification could have
been reduced to 3 days and about 10 hours flying time if a training air-
craft had been available.

The instructor-pilots of the 61st Aviation Company found two
main areaa of weakness in the training of replacement aviators: Un-
familiarity with the total capabilities of the aircraft, and a lack
of proficiency in STOL. Operational flying in the counterinsurgency
environment in Vietnam called for complete familiarity with the aircraft
and a high proficiency in STOL.

Transition from peacetime flying to operational flying in Viet-
nam required that each aviation unit organize and maintain a standardi-
zation program, not only for new arrivals, but for the more experienced
aviators. Each aviator in the 61st Aviation Company was required to
take one standardization flight each month with an instructor pilot.
This flight, like all other training, was conducted during a regular
combat support mission.

Although training conducted concurrently with operational
missions succeeded in producing a thoroughly oriented and confident
pilot, it had the disadvantages of extending the checkout period, over-
working the instructor pilots, and producing an unnecessary flight
safety hazard.

3. CV-2B Support Provided to US Advisor Teams

The Caribou allocated to the corps senior advisors were em-
ployed similarly in each corps zone. Forward area resupply of isolated
advisor teams and special forces strike comparies, medical evacuation,

15
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(U) FIGURE 5', Aviator experience level upon joinng company.

displacemnt of commamnd posts, anid transportation of Viet Cong captivee
~(figure 6), RVN troops, and their dependents were the missions normally

assigned to the flight sections.

In II, III, and IV Corps, routine missions were sccuaplished
using a system of schednied courier flights to each of the airfields.
Recurring transportation requirements were not heavy enough to justify
scheduled courier flights in I Corps. All flights in I Corps were
scheduled on a mission basis as approved by CT(}Co

Medical evacuation by Caribou was .-_ .a], preplanned for large
scale operations. Helicopters transpoted casuaities to the closest
airstrip where they were evacuated by Caribou to the nearest hospital
This procedure maximized the use of helicopters by shortening their

~turnaround time. (See figure 7',)

Delivery cof supplies by paradrop was more frequent in I, III,
~and IV Corps area. In II Corps, where the special forces had a LOLEX

rigging capability at their supply base at Nha Trang, the paradrop re-
quirement was less frequento Low-level extraction was more effective
and more economical than the paradrop method. (See objective 2 ~)
Figures B and 9 show the amount and type of support provided to each
of the foUr corps.

16
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(U) FIGURE 6. Viet Cocig captives boardinag a Caribou.

(U) FIGURE 7. Special forces maedic prepares a Montagnard man for
medica~l evacuation.I

17
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Narrative descriptions of typical CV-2B missions are in annex B.
Annex C contains corps senior advisors' comments relative to US Army
CV-2B support provided.

4. CV-2B §upport Provided Special Forces

Special forces detachments were under operational control of
the senior advisor of the corps in which they were located. Caribou
support was requested by special forces and provided on a mission basis
from the aircraft allocated to the corps. Each mission requested was
either approved or disapproved by the CTOC based on the ._mi
situation.

There were 42 "A" and 4 "B" special forces detachments in Viet-
nam. Thirty-six were located on or near airfields. The Caribou with
reversible pitch propellers could land at all of these airfields except
Hai Yen in IV Corps which was too narras to permit turnar-'d.

Approximately 72 percent of the special forces aerial resupply
effort originated at the Special Forces Logistical Support Center at
Nha Trang. The supplies were flown directly to the "A" detachments in
the field. No GV-2B aircraft were specifically allocated to the center.
Support from Nha Trang was limited to special or opportune missions and
when requested by "B" detachments using an aircraft m&de available by
the corps senior advisor.

Figure 10 portrays the amount of cargo in tons, divided into
that delivered to special forces and to all other users, that was trans-
ported by CV-2B during the evaluation. This support was provided by
aircraft allocated to the corps. Figure 11 portrays the frequency re-
lationship, by percent, of the methods used to deliver cargo to special
forces detachments.

Using all types of aircraft that were available, special forces
delivered by paradrop approximately 920,000 pounds of all types of sup-
plies each month. According to estimates of special forces headquarters
approximately 552,000 pounds, or 60 percent, of the supplies that were
airdropped could have been airlanded or delivered by LOLEX using CV-2B
aircraft. Comments of the commanding officer, 5th Special Forces Group,
relative to CV-2B support are in annex C.

5. Other CV-2B SU3port Provided

CV-2B aircraft were allocated to USOM on a mission basis. These
missions were generally in support of civic action programs throughout
Vietnam. Blankets for Montagnard tribes, well digging rigs, and sugar
cane sprouts are examples of the type of cargu transcported. The crew
reported to the senior USOM official for briefing. This official main-
tained operational control of the aircraft until the mission was com-
pleted.
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(U) FIGURE 11. Frequency reationship of delivery methods.

A classified out-of-country mission to provide five aircraft,
less crews, to a US Government agency for an indefinite period was re-
ceived in May 1964. On 27 May 1964, three aircraft left Vietnam, fol-
lowed by two more on 5 June 1964. The crews and maintenance support
were provided by the gaining, agency. The loss of the,e aircraft reduced
the support available in-country accordingly. Figure 8 indicates the
marked increase in support starting 1 September when the mission was
terminated for the 61st Aviation Company.

6. Total CV-2B Suport Provided

The majority of the missions flown during the evaluation were
in direct support of the four corps. Forward area support was provided
in varying weather conditions, enemy situations, and terrain. The
Caribou was able to land at all but one airfield in Vietnam as listed
in the MACV directory of airfields. No attempt was made to measure the
effectiveness of the CV-2B in terms of total passengers or total ton-
nage carried. Mission effectiveness could only be related in terms of
responsiveness to the commander and mission accomplishment. Figure 12
shows the distribution of support provided from 1 May to 31 October
1964 in terms of flying hours. Special forces support is included in
the corps figures.
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(U) FIGURE 14. Aircraft hits at various altitudes.

aircraft were able to complete their mission before returning for re-
pairs. There were three hits'reneived in the pilot's compartment,
with Injuries sustained by a pilot and a copilot. Two passengers were
injured from ten hits received in the cargo compartment.

Standard aircraft approach to an airfield was at 2,500 feet
altitude, with a rapid letdown to 2,000 feet at 110 knots airspeed as
the aircraft passed over the field. A 270 or 180 degree approach was
then executed with 15 degrees of flaps on the turn to downwind, and a
gradual slowing of the aircraft. A close-in steep approach was made
ith 30 degrees of flaps applied on base leg. If necessary, 40 degrees
of flaps were used on the final approach. This ste';p, sirw, close-in
approach kept the aircraft within forced landing distance of the air-
field and away from possible VC antiaircraft teams that might be opera-
ting in the vicinity. When ceilings were below 1,000 feet in the delta
region, the Caribou flew in the clouds enroute, letting down to contact
conditions as the aircraft neared the point of intended landing. In
the mountains, contour flying was used. (See objective 5 for a dis-
cussion of low-level navigation in Vietnam.)

The amount of antiaircraft fire received varied with the
aggressiveness of the VC and the flight techniquea used by the crews.
Crew members wore flak jackets, and some armor protection was provided
in the pilot's compartment. In Vietnam it was not necessary to provide
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air cover or suppressive fire to protect the Caribou while performing
any of the assigned missions. However, on occasions, air cover was
available.

8. Conclusions

AMt'fi6nsive means of accomplishing the aerial movement of personnel

and supplies in the corps forward areas.

b. qy-?B qualified aviators arriving in Vietnam received a
Sotprehfls-ve6 M-ia ' cfl6k6a&t' ind rebarWrid olut tfl 't ,Ii ruction

A. v T, 2 -.SOj b 9213' flob t oame compa-ny for training would -x-
pedite the opgrational.9ieckout of aviators and provide a more effec-
tive unit 0st Ld~itYQ% k ro r k r 'rtu re ,;-c.,

.- , c ai : eck ou, :.i CQU1CA .ti :± . >4- 4

camp sites that were previously resupplied by paradrop.

Us(U) QBJOVW-,2 ATIRD~Fl TwflHN1aE

Aerial delivery of supplies in Vietnam was accomplished primarily
in support ot' tpecla-i f~tcti bt Air ?orcie C.-123 and Qi-47 trlak'sort

r -we, , eIal 0tJIs' se. - t-U- Aii~rcaft were made
,*vaible;,V pP ial forces on a mission basis from the corps alloca-
fton' f aircraft The lSblibou, std-av <px,ortune airlift to assist in
reducing supply blck"gg, performed airlanded, gravity drop, paradrop,and it-lmipsbn i*" up~Ort of I isolAtd special t ortes c - -

Vi e f'ce -~tn •" °  " " '- ' . -;-' 4L...:. ,,

eji~at.n sei th i pi-'~db we,6% *Aailt, suot' #6hc ons truc -
tkf acti'ity.& " aMh&s, barbed wire, and barbed wire pickets were the
paedpminant supplies delivered. Gravity drop was a rapid and economical
method rr 46_i bulk supplies and, additionally, appreciably re-
duced trnaround time for the aircraft, since only one low pass over the
drop zope OZ '!ijs u- r mqrWt8i Vef4r'ie c-arg-o.

To re'duce Oxpbre time of t he aircraft, aOsteepIapprac wr
iade to i Dz, F4 hs were"Aied to slow the atrciaft The pss ov:ei he

iZws iade at 9)61etg ahd at n alitude of' 20 to 50 t*eet. Wlith
A~r~ i~ta.Xe3Yittibaibona, the' paitl e caowa

lmnA~Ate thA,4~kY~n+ Ao-he Aargo hiad beean ct'onned, m-x i -
im exceot fr takeoff (Y~fO) powgr was applied and a steep climb execu-
ted wnti the aircratt had reached 1 ,500 feet' terrain rlezriitc. tR&-mal
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climb power (35 inches of manifold pressure and 2,000 rpm) was then
maintained until 2,500 feet clearance was reached.

Gravity drop was a standard drop technique with limited, but
valuable, application in Vietnam. The rear loading ramp and installed
roller conveyors made the CV-2B suitable for employing this delivery
technique.

2. Pararp

The majority of paradrop missions flown by the (G-2B in Viet-
nm were in support of isolated special forces camp sites and the long
range strike force patrols composed of local recruits trained, equipped,
and advised by US special forces.

There were 146 paradrop missions executed from I May to 31 Octo-
ber 1964 in which 654,576 pounds of supplies were delivered. The cargo
dropped on each mission averaged 4,647 pounds. The S-4, 5th Special
Forces Group, Vietnam estimated that appratmately 10 percent of the
airdropped supplies delivered by the CV-2B, C-123, and C-47 were either

ZI lost, damaged, or destroyed. His estimate was based on reports reoeived
fraem the field.

Resupply of strike force units on long range patrols in jungles
and junglo-covered mountains presented a unique problem in Vietnam.
Drop sones were too small to e;ocute accurate drops. There were few
clearings or level areas to permit delivery by LOLEX and gravity drop
was not suitable for soft supplies. In many cases, the patrols could
not be seen because of the jungle canopy even though communication by
FK radio was possible (f.4 gure 15).

A technique for paradrop which had reasonable success was
developed by the CV-2B crews and special forces "B" team attached to I
Corps. Many times it was impossible to paradrop from the normal 400
foot altitude in the mountains because of the restrictive valleys,
streams, and ridges selected as DZ's. The strike force was instructed
to select DZ's that had open approaches. But because the jungle canopy
restricted observation of surrounding terrain, experience showed that
the strike force could seldom select an adequate DZ.

It was difficult to preplan the selection of DZ's for use on
subsequent days because progress in the jungle could not be predicted
accurately. However, it was attempted. The patrol at the predesig-
mated time attempted to gain radio contact with the approaching Cari-
bou. If a stream bed or open ridge was used as the DZ, panels and
moke were used to mark it. If the jungle canopy prevented the use of
panels, then only smoke was used. Upon sighting the smoke, the Cari-
bou executed a dive, pulling up about 400 feet from the smoke and about
150 feet above the Jungle. The crew chief released two bundles just asthe
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aircraft pulled up to avoid the trees surrounding the DZ. Additional
passes were made as necessary, adjusting the dive angle and release
point according to inforestion received from personnel on the ground.
When dropping in mountainous areas, the standard technique of main-
taining 400 feet terrain clearance many times caused the load to be
released one to three thousand feet above the DZ. With the unpredic-
table winds in the mountains there was no assurance of accurate deliv-
ery. In some cases where the standard paradrop technique was used in
dropping into restricted areas, the higher drop altitude caused large
errors in delivery. This resulted in a high percentage of cargo that
could not be located or recovered because of the terrain or enemy acti-
vity. Based on patrol reports, however, special forces "B" team at Da
Nang estimated that 90 percent of the equipment was recovered when de-
livered by the dive technique. Evaluators who flew on such missions
substantiated this estimate.

3. Lo-lavel Extraction (IDOLEX)

Low-level extraction is a method of delivering supplies from a

rear-loading aircraft flying five to eight feet above the ground, at
about 70 knots indicated airspeed The supplies, packed on pallets,
are placed on two sets of rollers running the length of the aircraft
cargo compartment. By means of an extraction chute, the cargo is
pulled from the aircraft. The pallets contact the ground in a level
attitude decelerating to a stop in about 90 feet. The system requires
a reasonably cleared and level area 400 feet log for the extraction of
one pallet containing 3,000 pounds of cargo. A double or tandem extrac-
tion (6,000 pounds) can be made within an area approximately 700 feet
long. Three pallets, each with 2,000 pounds of cargo, can be extracted
in an area 1 ,000 feet long. Open fields and roads are ideal for LOLEI.

Low-level extraction uses standard air items and expendable

pallets. It is basically the heavy drop system used at higher alti-
tudes, minus the large cargo parachute. A qualified US Army rigger,
MOS 464, 748.2, or 461A7 is required to accompany the load as drop
master, to load the aircraft, install the air delivery system, and
prepare the load for flight ejection. A full description of the LOLEX
technique as used in Vietnam ip in annex D.

At the suggestion of ACTIV, special forces procured the air
items necessary to employ the 1OLEX technique in Vietnam. On 19 July
1964, the first LOLEX mission executed in an operational area was flown,
delivering 6,300 pounds of equipment on 3 pallets to the special forces
camp site at Phrey Shiunh. This camp had previously been resupplied
entirely by paradrop.

There were 55 LOLEX missions executed from 19 July to 31 October
1964, which delivered 325,502 pounds of equiprent and supplies. Each
mission delivered an average of 5,166 pounds of cargo. Figure 16 shows
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,hn rE'1.tiv cost of the LOLEX missions executed in Vietnam, and
the cost of delivering the same amount by paradrop, using the CV-2B
aircraft.

Delivery Rigging Cost of Lost and T'I-te Over

Method Time Air Items Damaged Supplies DZ

1 Hour 5 PiErc.nt
10 Minutes $160.00 (Actual) 6 Minutes

Paradrop 5 H1ours p 10 Percent 20 Minutes

_______o _ ___ ours $1__0_ _ (Estiwated)*

Estimated y S-4, Special Forces Group, Vietnam.

(U) FIGURE 16. LOLEX and paradrop comparison.

Recovery of 1=L delivered supplies could be accomplished by
hitching the clevis on the pallet Lo a vehicle and dragging the pallet
off the DZ. Compared to paradrop, LOIX reduced recovery time signaii-
-antly, although comparative times were not recorded. The time required
for paradrop recovery depended on the dispersion of the paradropped
bundles.

Daaged, destroyed, and lost equipment from LOLEX was 5.3 per-
cent. Special forces estimated a loss of 10 percent from paradrop,
based on after-action reports submitted by the "A" teams that were sup-
ported.

Or. a typical LOLEX mission, the Caribou approached the DZ at
an altitude of 2,500 feet above the terrain for protection against
ground fire. A letdown was executed so that the airplane arrived over
the field at 2,000 feet with an airspeed of 110 knots and in a position
to execute a 180 or 270 degree approach. On downwind, the gear was ex-
tended, flaps set at 15 degrees and airspeed was reduced to 90 knots.
On turn to base, airspeed was reduced gradually and flaps set at 25 de-
grees. On short final, power was adjusted to maintain level flight 5
to 8 feet above the drop zone at 70 to 80 knots. Over the release point,
the copilot activated the pendulum release on command of the pilot.
After the pallets were extracted, a normal go-around was executed, and
cruising altitude attained as quickly as possible. The average time the
aircraft was at a vulnerable altitude, below 2,500 feet, was 6 minutes.
To drop twelve 500-pound bundles by parachute at special forces air-
fields took an average of 4 passes at 400 feet altitude and approxi-
mately 20 minutes. Low-level extraction reduced the time of exposure
to enen antiaircraft fire in the DZ by approximately 75 percent (see
figure 17).
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All LOLEX missions were executed in support of opecial forces
at locations that had been previously supplied by paradrop. There ,
special forces camp sites in the delta region that were located on small
raised portions of land, completely surrounded by flooded rice paddies,
with only a narrow road leading into the camp. Supplies were delivered
on these using LOLEX techniques. Annex D contains the data on each LOLEX
mission performed in Vietnam during the period of the evaluation.

There were two limitations in Vietnam that affected employment
of LOLEX. The requirement for an open, relatively flat DZ precluded its
use in jungle and mountain operations where there were very few DZ'a of
adequate size. The requirement for qualified rigger personnel trained
in the LOLEX system limited its use to special forces.

4. Conclusions

a. In areas where it can be used, the IOLEX method of aerial
delivery of supplies is more efficient and economical than the para-
drop technique.

b. Low-level extraction is the most accruate airdelivery tech-
nique used by the GV-2B aircraft in Vietnam.

c. The CV-2B STOL characteristics: and LOLEX capability provided
5th Special Forces Group with flexibil 4 ty in selecting the most effec-
tive method for aerial delivery of seirUies to isolated camp sites and
patrol bases.

c. (U) OBJECTIVE 3 - EVAUJATION or TOE

During the evaluation, the blat Aviation Company operated lunder TOE
1-107T which was designed for a U-1A (Otter) company. Approved changes
to TOE 1-107T provided additional mechanics, clerks, and communications
personnel, and adjusted MOS's to properly support the CV-2B aircraft.
The major personnel deficiencies noted in TOE 1-107T were a shortage of
aircraft mechanics, aircraft technical inspectors, and maintenance super-
visors. Equipment deficiencies noted were unreliable generators, inade-
quate lighting sets for night maintenance, and inadequate maintenance
stands. The requirements for a TOE for an organization in RVN would not
apply worldwide, however, the counterinsurgency environment in Vietnam
can serve as a model for the type of operation that might be required in
many under-developed countries where there are extremes in weather and
terrain and a lack of roads and modern airfield facilities. The 1.Lfor-
mation and data collected during the evaluation have been adjwsted and
applied to TOE 1-59D, dated 27 March 1964, which was approvec by Depart-I ment of the Army for the Aviation Company (Airmobile - Fixed-Wing).
Specific recormendations for augmentation and changes tn the TOE are in
annex E. An extract of TOE 1-59D appears as appendix 1, nner- E.
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1. Personnel

a. Company Headquarters

The 61st Aviation Company was required to submitt 33 recur-
ring reportv to hfhe • headquarters. The frequency of these reports
were: 4 daily, 5 weekly, 17 monthly, 5 quarterly, and 1 annually, for
an average of 6.3 reports per day. There were many requests for special
one-time reports and information. Awards and decorations and computa-
tion of combat pay were also continuing requirements. The company opera-
ted throughout Vietnam, which required that the company commander be
away from the company frequently to supervise operations, coordinate with
support units, and be present in the active areas. An executive officer
in required to supervise administrative functions and to all the com-
pany commander the freedom of movement that his duties require.

TON 1-59D, paragraph 01, line 06, authorizes one airplane
technical inspector, MOS 679.40, 1-6.

During the 6-month evaluation the 61st AViation Company
flew an average of 1 ,069 hours per month. To support thii uonthly fly-
ing required an average of 11 periodic inspections, 22 intermediate in-
spections, and 200 daily inspections.

Maintenance data collected during the period revealed that
approximately 600 man-hours per month were devoted tb the technical in-
spection portion of scheduled inspections and demand maintenance.

The 600 man-hours per month did not include the other normal
duties of the technical inspector, such as:

1) Maintaining the technical library, including all
changes and modifications to be perfermed

2) Preparing and submitting technical maintenance
reports

3) Maintaining an equipment improvement recommenda-
tions (SIR) file on EIR's submitted by the unit.

No attempt was made to establish the man-hours required to
perform these duties. One technical inspector producing 195 man-hours
per month could only accomplish bomethig less than one-third of the
work required. The remaining two-thirds of inspector duties were per-
formed by platoon sergeants and maintenance supervisors. To provide
adequate quality control and to release other maintenance personnel to
perform their primary duty, two additional airplane technical inspectors,
N0S 672.40, E-6, should be autnorized.
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b. Operations Section

TOE 1-59D authorizes one ground control approach (00A)
equipment repairman, MOS 282.2, for the maintenance of the GCA radar
set AN/TP-8. In addition to this radar set, the company is authorized
one AN/APN-158 (WP-i03) weather avoidance radar act and one AN/PX-44
transponder installed as auxilliary equipment on each of the 16 airplanes
assigned. There is no maintenance capability for these sets within the
company.

Two GCA equipment repairmen cross-trained on the AN/APN-158
weather avoidance radar and the AN/PX-44 transponder would provide the
company with sufficient organizational maintenance capability in the
operations area.

C. Airplane Sections

(1) Flight Platoon Aviators

With 9 or 10 aircraft committed each day, the flight
platoon aviators were required to fly 2 consecutive days with the third
off for rest and the performance of additional duties. Since the aver-
age flying day is 12 hours, crew rest takes on an added significance in
Vietnam. During the 12 hours, an average of 2 missions were flown with
10 landings. An average of four landings were made into strips that re-
quired maximm performance from both the crew and aircraft. Enemy anti-
aircraft fire was received on the average of twice each week. During
the monsoon season in the delta region, an average day might consist of
30 minutes of actual instrument flying at low altitude fl own under condi-tions that would be considered uncontrolled by CONUS st& iards. A typi-

cal 12-hour flying day is indicated below:

Briefing and flight planning 1 hour

Preflight hour

Flight time 5 hours

Ground time in cockpit 2 hours

Lunch break 1 hour

Ground time and supervising loading 2 hours
and unloading

Inspection of aircraft for ground fire hour
damage

Total 12 hours
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The average monthly flying time for aviators of the
61st Aviation Company is shown in figure 18. Total flying time was
well within limits recomended by AR 95-17. However, conditions under
wich they were flown, coupled with an aiarage duty week of 70 hours,
out be taken into consideration. TON 1-59D, paragraphs 03 and 04, pro-
vide sufficient aviator, to support 1200 flying hours per month and
stil provide adequate crew rest.

(2) Airplane Section Chief

Each airplane section operates in Vietnam with four
flight engineers and four assistants. With a shortage of maintenance
supervisors, it was not always possible to assign a section chief to
each airplane section; however, an experienced maintenance man, whose
primary duty was flight engineer, was designated the section chief and
provided the required supervision of personnel and the daily and inter-
mediate inspections.

With aircraft stationed in isolated areas away from
maintenance facilities, it was essential that maintenance discrepancies
be detected early and corrected before they developed into a grounding
coadition, One Staff Sergeant (F-6), NOS 672.6i was required to per-
forn the duties of airplane section chief. Since the section chiefs
were seldom available, the duties of the section chief had to be per-
formed by the most senior experienced flight engineer.

(3) k4eistant Flight Engineer

The 61st Aviation Company provided service to airfields
and strips that in most cases did not have facilities for loading, un-
loading, and manifesting of passengers and cargo. These functions were
performed by the US advisory personnel to RVN units that were located at
the strips. These isolated advisory teams were serviced by a scheduled
courier flight in I, Ifl, and IV Corps. To remain on schedule it se
necessary that ground time be reduced to a ainum. It was also essoen-
tial that the flight engineer perfors a thorough inspection of the air-
craft for ground fire damage after each flight. To meet these require-
mats, an assistant flight engineer was placed on all CV-2's operating
In Vieam. Specifically, he directly supervised the loading and un-
Imadi of cargo and passengers, secured the load, and sineC for mLil,
seg, and other accountable items. He assisted in the servicing of

the aircraft after each landing. The assistant flight engineer performed
valuable service by aiding the flight engineer in correcting maintenance
discrepancies that occurred while the aircraft was away from saintenanee
facilities. For example, it requires two men to remove an engine cowl-
ing. When correcting a maintenane discrepancy in the vicinity of the
agine and when no maintenance stand was available, the assistant us
invaluable. Aistant flight egineers wore provided from company re-
sources. These personnel were selected from Ol sections of the company.
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The primary justification for an assistant flight engineer was the hand-
ling of passengers and cargo so that the flight engineer would be free
to inspect and maintain the aircraft at each stop.

d. Service Platoon Headquarters

The 61st Aviation Company found it necessary to have a WO
assistant maintenance officer, although one was not authorized by the
TOE. Even though the service platoon contains 50 percent of the enlist-ed personnel of the company and all of the trained specialists, it is

authorized only 10 percent of the officer supervisory personnel.

It was necessary to have a day and night shift for aircraft
maintenance. It was also necessary to dispatch maintenance crews to
outlying airfields to perform demand maint~riance. Test flying was a
continuing requirement. To provide adequate supervision under these
circumstances, an assistant maintenance officer was essential and was
appointed from company resources.

e. Maintenance Sections

The 61st Aviation Company was unable to perform the requirel
organizational maintenance to support an average monthly flying hour pro-
gram of 1,069 hours. The 611th Direct Support Company and th 330th Gin-
eral Support Company, along with the attached 326th Maintenance Detach-
ment, had to provide organizational maintenance support with the result
that organic third and fourth echelon capabilities were reduced. Addi-
tional aircraft mechanics i.re required in the service platoon to correct
this situation.

Based on six months of statistics taken from maintenance and
operational records of the 61st Aviation Company and supporting units,
it was determined that 9,899 organizational maintenance mai-hours were
required per month to support a 1,069 monthly flying hour program at a
67 percent aircraft availability rate. Flight engineers and assistants
were norr ally on flying duty for two consecutive days. The third day
was for crew rest or was spent performing daily or intermediate inspec-
tions. It must be emphasized that flight engineers and assistants were
away from home station with the aircraft on an average of 11 hours a
day when performing flight duty. Daily and intermediate inspections
performed by the flight engineers accounted for 1,607 man-hours per
month. The 16 flight engineers and 16 assistants were not available
for other organizational maintenance. In considering maintenance hours
available, only those aircraft mechanics and electricians of the service
platoon who performed the demand maintenance and periodic inspections
were considered. Demand maintenance and periodic irpections accounted
for 8,291 man-hours a month.
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The service platoon TOE 1-59D made available 6,630 man-
hours. Productive man-hours per man per month in Vietnam were com-
puted as follows:

Man-hours per man-week 60.00
TMan-weeks per month x.33
Total man-hours per month 26.00

Total man-hours per month 260.00

Constant factor for productive work
(Taken from SB 1-2)
Total productive hours per man per month 195.00

Man-hours available in the service platoon were computed -
as follows:4

Designation MOS Number

Aircraft mechanic 672.30 24

Aircraft mechanic helper 670.008

Elec equipment rpirman 284.10 2

Personnel available 34

Productive man-hours per man-month 195

Personnel available au

Total productive man-hours available 6,630

There was a deficit of 1,662 man-hours per month in the
service platoon, computed as follows:

Total organizational maintenance man- 9,899
hours required

Less daily and intermediate inspection -

Man-hours requirement for service platoon 8,292

Man-hours available - 6L630

Man-hour deficit 1,662

To enable the Caribou company to perform all of its organi-
zational maintenance and to redirect the field maintenance effort, the
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TOE should be augmented by eight aircraft mechanics. Augmentation was
computed by dividing one ran-month of 195 hours into maintU.ence defi-
cit of 1,662 man-hours.

2. lqiaen

Although much of the TOE equipment has not been used in Vietnam
because of the static situation that has existed, it cannot be stated

that it will never be used. Should the counterinsurgency operations
escalate into a limited or conventional war, the circumstances under
which the company has operated could change drastically. Therefore,
equipment changes are recommended only where the equipment is deemed
unsatisfactory regardless of environment.

a. Operations Section

Trailer-mounted generator set PU-294/G should be replaced
by trailer-mounted generator set PU-253/U. The generator is provided
to power the AN/TPN-8 GCA radLr within the operation section. The GCA
radar requires a source that will produce 110/207 volt, 400-cycle, 3-
phase, 10-kv power. Generator PU-253/U meets the power requirement.
PU-294/0 is a 110/200 volt, 60-cycle, 5-kw generator.

Radio-teletypewriter set AN/GRC-46 should be replaced with
radio-teletypewriter set AN/MRC-95. This would give the operations
section the means for 1F single-side-band voice communications with all
aircraft that are equipped with the AN/ARC-i02 HF single-side-band
radios.

The AN/TRC-42 VHF radio set should be provided in the opera-
tions section for any aviation company employed in an overseas theatre.
VHF is the standard air-to-ground coemunications for air traffic control
worldwiete. Inclusion of the VHF radio in the operati.ins section would
allow the air traffic control facilities of the company to be fully
integrated with, and complement, the existing civilian facilities. The
VHF rAdio would also provide the company with an alternate air-to-ground
commications link with organic aircraft.

b. Service Platoon

The tool set, organisational maintenance, Army aircraft set
C, is set up with a tool density in increments of three and does not pro-
vide sufficient tools for the four aircraft maintenance sections.

In addition, set C does not contain floodlights essential
for night maintenance. An organization maintenance tool set should be
designed specifically for the CV-2B aircraft. It should eliminate un-
necessary tools found in the standard sets and include any special tools
designed specifically for the CV-2B.
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One such tool set is now undergoing tests with the 11th Air
Assault Division. If adopted, it should replace set C now authorized.
As an interim measure, the C set could be replaced by two each tool sets,
organizational maintenance, Army aircraft, set A and set B; and one shop
set, ground handling and servicing, field maintenance, Army aircraft,
set A. This combination of tool sets gives sufficient tool density and
provides floodlights for night maintenance.

c. Special Equipment

(I) Engine Maintenance Stand

The performance of periodic and intermediate inspec-
tions, engine repair, and sheet metal repair were hampered by inade-
quate maintenance stands. With the standard maintenance stand (figure
19), it was necessary to use two stands to work on one engine and me-
dankwasted valuable time dismounting from one and mounting the other.
Dropped tools generally bounced off the stand, resulting in more wasted
time to recover them. The metal floor of the standard maintenance stand
was often wet and slippery during the monsoon season and created a safe-
ty hazard. A maintenance stand for the engine section of the CV-2B
should be U-shaped, have a safety railing, a skid-proof floor that pro-
trudes three inches beyond the railing, and should allow for the instal-
lation of a detachable top for protection from sun and rain. The detach-
able top should be able to withstand winds up to 25 knots. During condi-
tions of higher wind velocity, little maintenance is performed outside.
Retractable wheels, similar to the ground handling wheels for the UH-IB
helicopter, would permit towing. Figures 20 and 21 show a type of IJ-
shaped maintenance stand that would fulfill this requirement.

(2) Hoist

A thorough inspection and maintenance of the vertical
stabilizer, rudder, horizontal stabilizer, and elevators was practically
impossible using the hoist in the shop set C. Inspections were made by
jacking up the nose wheel as far as possible thereby lowering the tail.
By using the hydraulic stand, the inspector was able to make a Dartial
visual inspection. However, the stand was too low to permit a thorough
inspection. In order to lubricate the piano h,nges of the elevator trim
tabs, a mechanic had to walk on the horizontal stabilizer. He climbed
up the hoist from the C set to lubricate the rudder trim and to change
the anticollision light. A fall from this height could be fatal.
Figure 22 shows the hoist used by the 61st Aviation Company, Figure 23
shows the Abbey hoist, manufactured by the Abbey Corporation in Australia
and used by the Royal Australian Air Force in Vietnam. The Abbey device
is battery-powered, hydraulically-activated, trailec-mounted and air-
transportable by C-130 aircraft. The batteries are rechargable. The
lift capacity is 600 pounds. The Abbey device allows inspection and
maintenance of the entire tail section. It is controlled by the mechanic
on the work platform.
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The Australian Air Force has on order another device
which will not only perform the above functions, but alditionally can
tow aircraft, lift an engine and propeller assembly, load and unload

aircraft, and provide a peneral purpose stand. This device, a Hyster

Fork Truck, manufactured by the Hyster Corporation in Australia, costs
approximately $36,OOO. Both Abbey and Hyster are American corporations

with plants in Australia. Either of these devices would meet the

stated requirements for a safe and efficient hoist.

4. Conclusions

a. TOE 1-59D, dated 27 March 1964, Aviation Company (Airmo-
bile - Fixed Wing) does not provide adequate command, ccntrol, and
maintenance personnel and equipment for counterinsurgency operations.

b. Since the aviation company (airmobile -- fixed wing) has
the capability to establish and operate a company airfield, the AN/TRC-42 VHF radio should be included in the equipment for the operations

section. This woqld permit the company to tie in with existing civi-
lian air traffic control facilities.

c. A maintenance stand designed specifically for the engine
section of the CV-2B would expedite daily, intermediate, and periodic
inspections and demand maintenance.

d. A hoist platform similar to the Abbey or Hyster device
provided at each airfield where CV-2B maintenance is performed Vould
expedite taintenance on the tail section and eliminate a serioub safety
hazird.

D. (U) OBJECTIVE 4 - LOGISTICS

The 61st Aviation Company was located adjacent to the 611th Direct
Support Maintenance Company (DS) and the 330th General Support Company
(GS) at Vung Tau. The advantage of being next door to maintenance
backup and aircraft supply was exploited to the fullest. With the air-
craft maintenance facilities co-located, time expended in processing
work orders and requisitions was reduced to a minimum.

.1. Aircraft Maintenance

a. Organization

The organic maintenance personnel of the Caribou company
performed first and second echelon maintenance, and the attached 326th
Maintenance Detachment performed third echelon maintenance. The 326th
Maintenance Detachment and the 61st Aviation Company maintained sepa-
rate maintenance facilities. Work oreers were submitted for all main-
tenance requests. Figure 24 shows the maintenance flow. The service
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platoon leader of the 61st Aviation Company was the unit maintenance
officer, but did not exercise any control over the attached mainten-
ance detachment. Work orders were used to request maint-: ."-c and
supply actions.

For maximum effectiveness, aircraft maintenance must be
programmed. During peacetime conditions this does not present a prob-
lez. In Vietnam the operational requirements dictated by the tactical
situation were the major factors influencing the hours flown and when
they were flown. The company commander had the authority to switch
aircraft as he desired; howe',er, this did not prevent a maintenance
baklog from developing because all available aircraft were flown each
day. At times there were aircraft down for a periodic inspection with
no maintenance crew available to perform the work. To keep the maxi-
mm number of aircraft flyable, the DS and GS companies accepted Cari-
bou for periodic inspection, although this is a unit function. All
maintenance units, irrespective of echelon, worked together to reduce
the backlog.

Programming and coordinating maintenance to support tacti-
cal operations presented a continuous challenge to the unit maintenance
officer. Operational considerations often took precedence over mainten-
ance and a temporary backlog was the result.

b Float Aircraft

During the first three months of the evaluation there were
seven float CV-2B's in Vietnam. Of these seven, five had extensive
crash damage. Two of the crash-damaged aircraft were placed on commer-
cial contract with Air Vietnam for repair. One was delivered to Air
Vietnam in May 1963 and returned 14 months and approximately 12,000 man-

hours later. The other was delivered to Air Vietnam in November 1963
and was completed 11 months and approximately 12,965 man-hours later.
Thirteen months were required by the 611th DS Company to return a third
crash-damaged aircraft to service.

The 330th General Support Company was repairing the remain-
ing two damaged aircraft as of 31 October 1964. One had been down
approximately one year; the other six months. Crash-damaged aircraft
requiring extensive repair reduced the number of effective float air-
craft by 70 percent during the first half of the evaluation period.
Three new float aircraft arrived in RVN in August 1 964, which raised
the number of flyable float aircraft to five. The five aircraft that
were provided for the out-of-country classified assignment were drop-
ped from the 61st Aviation Company property book on 2 September 1964
and four of the float aircraft were assigned to the company for in-
country support, temporarily reducing the number of flyable floats in-
country to one.
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c. Aircraft Availability

Figure 25 shows the aircraft availability rate by month for
the period of this evaluation.

Figure 26 shows the average number of aircraft available
each day and the number actually used. All available CV-2Bf' were flown
every day during the 6-month evaluation period, with the exception of
the few days when weather prevented flight.

Operational requirements did not permit holding down air-
craf' for maintenance. Each aircraft was inspected after each day's
operations, and maintenance was performed nightly to prepare the air-
craft for the next day. All maintenance, except that which was abso-
lutely essential, was deferred to the next periodic inspection.

d. Scheduled Inspections

There were 77 normal periodic inspections (PE) performed
during the 6-month evaluation period. Figure 27 shows the number of
man-hours by echelon for a normal periodic inspection. The inset in
figre 27 shows the average man-hours expended on each PE per month.
(The tenth FE, a major inspection, is not included.) A normal PE
averaged 546.8 man-hours and 11 .4 days for completion. A shortage of
aircraft mechanics, NOS 672.3, was the primary delaying factor.

A tenth periodic inspection averaged a total of 2,392.5
ma-hours. More significantly, the downtime for a tenth PE averaged
28.7 days. There were 6 tenth periodic inspections completed &ring
the evaluation period. There was a noticeable reduction in downtime
for the tenth PE toward the end of the eva.uatlon period. The first
3 tenth PE's averaged 40.6 days downtime; the last 3 averaged 16.3
days, This was a result of the reduction in the maintenance backlog.

Intermediate inspections after every 50 flying hours re-
quired approximately 100 man-hours. The aircraft were down for an
average of Ik days.

Daily inspections required three hours. However, a main-
tenance team met each aircraft on its return from the day' s operation
and performed all of the maintenance necessary to place the aircraft
in a flyable status for the next day.

Deficiencies that were not a grounding condition were
deferred until the next periodic inspection. However, demand main-
tenance constituted 34.5 percent of the total man-hours expended on
organizational maintenance. Figure 28 shows demand maintenance per-
formed by the organizations during the evaluation. The drop in man-
hours expended in demand maintenance in October 1964 was caused by
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e. Crash Damage

To place crash-damaged aircraft into service, the comand-
ing officer of the 765th Transportation Battalion requested a team of
civilian sheet metal and aircraft repairmen to augment the 330th GS
Company for a period of 90 days. This team of 12 sheet metal men ex-
pended 3,448 man-hours during the 90 day period in returning two 'ribou
to service. Two of the civilians voluntarily extended 30 additional
days and three for an additional 60 days.

f. Battle Damage

Damage sustained as a result of enemy ground fire placed
an insignificant work load on the sheet metal repairmen of the 326th
Maintenance Detachment. Figure 29 shows the number of man-hours ex-
pended on repair of battle-damaged Caribou.

g. Reversible Pitch Propeller Modification

The reversible pitch propeller modification was accomplished
on all 61st Aviation Company aircraft from 20 June to 8 October 1964. A
team of 14 civilian technicians from De Havilland Corporation, and 4 from
Hamilton Standard arrived in Vung Tau on the 20th of June to perform this
modification. The installations were for the most part completed during
a periodic inspection. However, three aircraft were held down specifi-
cally for the modification. Downtime averaged 18.2 days with an average
of 958.4 man-hours expended for each modification.

h. Engine Replacement

From 1 May to 31 October 1964, 25 R-2000-M2 Pratt and Whit-
ney airplane engines were replaced. The rated life for the R-2000-7M2
engine is 1500 hours. Records available on 14 engines indicated that
the average life of the engines in Vietnam was 583 hours or 32 percent
of the rated life. Extensive oil consumption and defective impeller
seals were the most common cause for the engine changes.

2. Other Maintenance

Backup maintenance for all equipment, less aircraft, was lo-
cated at Tan Son Nhut Airport near Saigon. Equipment for repair was
shipped by air to the supporting maintenance shop. If extensive re-
pair was required, the item was further evacuated to Okinawa by Sur-
face or air transportation. The static situation under which the 61st
Aviation Company operated presented little opportunity to use much of
the organic equipment under field conditions. The few vehicles and
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generators that were down for parts or maintenance for an extended peri-
od had no effect on the ability of the unit to perform its mission. One

bonus of this static situation was that assigned vehicle drivers, many
of whom were also qualified aircraft mechanics, were not habitually re-

quired for vehicle maintenance and were thus available for aircraft main-

tenance. The majority of t TOE equipment was, in effect, in temporary

storage, which required only that it be exercised periodically and that

scheduled maintenance be performed.

3. su21Z

a. Airc raft

The technical supply function of the 61st Aviation Company
was performed by the attached 326th Transportation Detachment. Requisi-

tions for supplies were prepared by the 61st Aviation Company on DA Form

979, Parts Requoet, which was authenticated by the company maintenance
officer and hand-carried to the technical supply of the 326th located
in the adjacent hangar. If parts were not in stock at the 326th, then

the 326th prepared a DA Form 56, Parts Requisition, which was hand-
carried to technical supply in the direct support unit (DSU) of the

611th Direct Support Company. Parts were issued imnediately if avail-

able. Total time to complete a supply action from the 61st Aviation

Company through the 326th to the DSU averaged appronimately one hour.
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If a part was not available at the DSU, the requisition was mailed to
the Army Consolidated Supply Point (ACSP) at Tan Son Nhut Airport. Re-
quisitionb not filled at the ACSP were teletyped to the Cn2 idated
Supply Point, United States Army, Pacific, located on Okinawa. From
there the requisitions not filled were electronically transmitted to
the Inventory Control Point in Hawaii where they were either filled
out of USARPAC stock or further transmitted to the National Inventory
Control Point in St. Louis. Figure 30 shows the requisition channels.

During the evaliation there were 215 code 02, equipment
down for parts (EDP) requisitions submitted. Aircraft downtime as a
result of EDP's is shown in figure 31. This information was extracted
frosm DA For=s 1352 submitted by the 61st Aviation Company. Figure 32
shows the numbu.-r of EDP' by month and average fill-time during the
evaluation. The average fill-time was 5.5 days. Transfer of parts be-
tween aircraft was a common practice by both the 61st Aviation Company
and their backup maintenance units. The urgency of the tactical situa-
tion and the continuing demand for the maximum number of GV-2B's dic-
tated this practice.

Requisition experience for code 05 (anticipated EDP), code
12 (normal replacement of special equipment), and code 17 (requisition
for normal stockage replacement) is show in figures 33, 34, and 35,
respectively.

b. Other Supply

The 61st Aviation Company was the carrier unit for four
small detachments located in Vung Tau, maintained their property books,
and initiated requisition action. Although there were delays in -e-
ceiving EDP's for vehicles, there was no effect on the mission ac, t-
plishment.

4. Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants (POL)

POL products and dispensing facilities were available through-
out Vietnam at 52 airfields. It was possible, with the range of the
CV-2B, always to plan for refueling at an airfield that had adequate
facilities.

POL was supplied to all airfields by Vietnamese civilian con-
tractorb. The civilian tankers were able to move freely throughout
Vietnam without serious interference from the Viet Cong. Kilitary ve-
hicles did not have this freedom of movement. If the Viet Gong were
to stop the movement of civilian tankers, a serious POL resupply prob-
lem would result in Vietnam.

5. Facilities

The administrative and maintenance facilities available to the
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61st Aviation Company at Vung Tau were comparable to airfield facili-
ties in CONUS. Figure 36 shows an aerial view of the Vung Tau facili-
ties. Barracks, orderly room, supply room, company operations, commu-
nications, motor pool, and aircraft maintenance and supply were all
located in weatherproof buildings. Heat, prevalent throughout the year,
and torrential rains during the wet season, made a shelter essential for
both vehicular and aircraft maintenance. A corrugated iron hangar, com-
pletely open on one side, fulfills the requirement in Vietnam. Usually
there was no requirement to displace units, and a semi-permanent shel-
ter was adequate. Storage space, parts bins, and office space were all
included in the shelter, leaving adequate space and protection for ex-

tended maintenance operations. Semi-permanent aircraft maintenance
shelters for other aircraft (UH-IB, OA, U-6A, UIA) were provided. All
unit commanders interviewed stated a preference for the semi-permanent
shelter. There was no requirement for a portable, mobile CV-2B main-
tenance hangar in Vietnam. A sheltered maintenance stand is, however,
required.

6. Conclusions

a. Maintenance resources in Vietnam, both military and civi-
lian, were unable to repair CV-2B aircraft with extensive crash damage
in a reasonable length of time.

b. Aircraft maintenance man-hours expended on repair of battle
damage sustained by CV-2B aircraft has been insignificant when consider-
ing the overall man-hours expended.

c. Rebuilt R-2000-?T-2 engines did not attain programmed life
expectancy in Vietnam.

d. EDP rate in Vietnam for CV-2B aircraft was above the DA goal
even though there was extensive lateral transfer of parts.

e. A semi-permanent maintenance hangar proved adequate for the

CV-2B in Vietnam.

E. (U) OBJECTIVE 5 - NAVIGATION AND COMUNICATION EQUIPMET

Aircraft in Vietnam fly under both civil and military air traffic
control. Tactical operations and support of the ground effort are un-
der military control. Objective 5 is concerned only with tactical
operations.

1. Navigational Facilities in Vietnam

Navigation and coamunication facilities in the delta region of
III and IV Corps were adequate. The relatively flat area resulted in
maximum reception distance, and missions were accomplished without
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difficulty during year-round weather conditions. However, in the moun-
tain and plateau areas of I and II Corps, navigational aids were of
little value at low level. Navigation under minimal conditions was
accomplished almost entirely by pilotage. The maneuverability and per-
formance of the Caribcu permitted nap-of-the-earth flying in deep val-
leys which had abrupt changes in direztion and elevation. Mission
aborts because of weather were infrequent.

a. Automatic Direction Finder (ADF) and Visual Omni Range (VOR)

There were 19 ADF stations located throughout south Vietnmrp
which provided approximately 50 percent coverage of the country at alti-
tudes below 2500 feet. These stations proved to be invaluable for low-
level navigation under marginal weather conditions.

There were 3 VOR stations in Vietnam, which provided assi-
stance for low-level navigation in approximately 20 percent of the
Republic. Figure 37 shows the location of all ADF a" VOR stations in
RVN.

b. Ground Control Intercept

The US Air Force operated five ground control intercept (GCI)
radar facilities in Vietnam, which provided positive flight-following in
approximately 80 percent of Vietnam. Figure 38 shcws the location of
radar facilities in RVN including airfields with a ground control
approach (GCA) radar. These facilities proved to be invaluable during
both dry and wet seasons, not only in providing flight-following, traf-
fic, and weather information, but also in vectoring aircraft to isola-
ted airfields that had no navigation or communication facilities. Many
missicis were accomplished only because GCI was able to vector the air-
craft to its destination. The APX-44 radar transponder was essential
for radar contact at low level.

c. Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN)

The US Air Force operated six tactical air navigation facili-
ties in Vietnam. Figure 37 shows the location of TACAN facilities in
RVN. The Caribou used in the evaluation were not equipped with TACAN
receivers.

2. Low-Level Navigation

During the monsoon season, lasting about six months each year,
low-level navigation takes on added significance in Vietnam. Resupply
of isolated US advisor teams, outposts, and special forces strike force
sites was possible only by air in most caues, since travel by road wa.s
an invitation to ambush by the Viet Cong. Low-level navigation proce-
dures in Vietjiam consisted of standard US Army procedures modified to
meet the conditions of enemy, weather, and terrain peculiar to the RVN.
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Radar, VOR, and ADF beacons were used whenever possible to aid in navi-
gation. When ceilings permitted contact flying at 2,500 feet or above,
navigation by pilotage was relatively simple once the pilots became
familiar with the tactical maps and the area of operations.

Nap-of-the-earth flying, using normal contact flying procedures,
was frequent in the I and II Corps zones as a techniiue for avoiding
ground fire. The broken terrain and dense vegetation concealed the air-
craft from ground observation. Prominent valleys and rivers simplified
navigation. ADF and VOR was of little assistance during nap-of-the-earth
flying because the mountains interfered with reception at the low alti-
tude.

In the III and IV Corps zones where most of the terrain was flat,
nap-of-the-earth flying was avoided because the Caribou could be detec-
ted in sufficient time for the VC to bring effective antiaircraft fire
to bear at near maximum ranges. DurLag contact conditions the Caribou
seldom flew below 2,500 feet. They were flown in and out of the base of
the cl.-lids when ceilings were down to about 1 ,000 feet. This technique
allowed the aviator to maintain his course by visual reference to the
ground and afforded maximum protection from ground fire.

When the ceiling was below 1,000 feet the Caribou normally flew

in the clouds using navigational aids available to assist in time-
distance navigation. After flying the computed time to the destination
airstrip, aviators let down, using their altimeters, to visual flight
conditions. In the flat delta area, 200 feet above the terrain was con-
sidered the minimum safe altitude before aborting the letdown. After
letdown the aviator then used pilotage to locate the airstrip. This
procedure was used only when the aviator was familiar with the terrain.

When visibility was less than a mile and the ceiling 200 feet,
it was difficult to locate landmarks. With no air-to-ground communi-
cation or navigation aids, Caribou were unduly exkposed to ground fire
while the crew searched for an airstrip. Dead reckoning under actual
instrument conditions, followed by a letdown without navigation facili-
ties, was found to be accurate to within two minutes of planned ETA.
Lack of a jositive navigational aid, however, caused as much as 10
minutes delay in locating isolated airstrips.

The HRT-2A and HRS-8 terminal guidance beacons have been
evaluated by the Advance Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in Vietnam.
Accuracy of the HRT-2A and HRS-8 beacons as r.avigational aids was
excellent for locating isolated airstrips. A type of terminal guid-
ance beacon similar to those evaluated by ARPA would make a signifi-
cant improvement in low-level navigational procedures.

3. CV-2B Electronic Fquipinent

The electronic equipment installed in CV-2B's in Vietnam
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provided adequate commnication and navigation in all areas of Vietnam.
Figure 39 shows the electronic configuration of the CV-2B'a assigned to
the 61st Aviation Company. Differences in installation were minor, ex-
cept for weather avoidance radar which was installed in only three of
the Caribou.

a. F4(AN/ARC-44)

All CV-2B in Vietnam were equipped with the AN/ARC-4 radio.
It was used primarily for air-to-air and air-to-ground communication
with tactical units. Air-to-ground communication was reliable with digi-
tally tuned ground radios. Difficulty was experienced, however, in es-
tablishing air-to-ground communications with the AN/PRO series of radios
with continmus tuning. These radios were often miecalibrated and the
operators were unable to tune accurately to the assigned frequency.
Frequently paradrop and low-level extractions had to be executed without
radio contact after visually determining that the drop zone was secure.
If radio contact was not made, most special forces camps would mark the
drop zone with smoke when the aircraft arrived over the drop zone. Al-
though the VC had FM radios, there were no cases where they interfered
with the communications of the 61at Aviation Company. An FM frequency
was available in all US Arny control towers. The AN/ARC-44 was reliable
within stated capability.

b. UHF-VHF (AN/ARc-55 - AN/ARC-37)

The VHF and UHF radios were the primary radios used for air-
to-ground cosmmunications with control towers, GI facilities, GOA sta-
tions, approach control and civil aviation facilities. The radios
proved reliable and effective in all areas of Vietnam. The long range
of the sets is particularly valuable in Vietnam where there were great
distances between GCI stations.

c. Single-side-band (ARC-102)

The Caribou of the 61st Aviation Company flew mLissions
throuthhout Vietnem. The only radio with sufficient range to communi-
cate fr,' any location and at any altitude was the single-side-band-
high frequency (HF) set. Although the majority of the msB:Lons were
in range of URF and VHF stations, mountain operations required the use
of HF for conetant comnunications with flight-following facilities.
The 61st Aviation Company operated a high frequency radio nit during
all operational hours. This communication capability was particularly
valuable when maintenance problems developed in areas remote from the
maintenance facilities. Administrative information and instructions
were also passed on this net.

d. AN/ANP-156 Weather Avoidance Radar (WP-103)

There were three weather avoidance radars installed in
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aircraft of the 61ct Aviati, n Company during the evaluation. Weather
avoidance radar was universally praised by US Army aviators. During
the monsoon season the AN/ANP-158 enabled the aircraft to penetrate
squall lines and heavy rainshowers, avoiding areas of thunderstorms.
Night flights were made into areas of severe weather with confidence
since the AN/ANP-158 clearly differentiated areas of thunderstorms and
areas of heavy rain. It was particularly valuable during low-level
flying under instrument conditions.

4. Maintenance

The 258th Signal Detachment was organized under TOE 11-500D and
was authorized one officer and six enlisted men. The detachment had
facilities for repair of the following equipment Installed in the Cari-
bou:•

a) AN/ARN-30D (VORNAV) (OMNI)

b) AN/ARN-59 (ADF REG)

c) J-2 Gyro Compass System

d) T-366 (VHF Baer)

e) AN/ARC-102 (HF)

f) AN/ANP-158 (WP-103) (Repaired cily by the Collins Radio
Corporation's technical representative.)

The AN/APX-44 radar transponder was maintained by the 255th Sig-
nal Detachment (Avionics) at Tan Son Nhut Airport.

Avionics discrepancies were corrected by a system of direct ex-
change. Figure 40 shows the number of work orders accomplished for the
CV-2B of the 61st Aviation Company. On the average, one man-hour was
expended on each work order, which was the time required to replace the
defective equipment. The equipment lost its identity after removal.
When repaired it was placed in float stock. This system of direct ex-
change reduced aircraft downtime attr~ibutablo to avionics maintenance.
A Caribou company operating independently requires an attached avionics
detachment with adequate float stock. Twenty percent float stock has
provided adequate support for the CV-2B operation in Vietnam.

5. Suppl

Avionics supply was satisfactory throughout the evaluation period.
ELP's did not affect the aircraft since they were all filled from float
stock. The requisition experience attributed directly to the electron-
ics equipment installed in the CV-.2B of the 61st Aviation Company is
shown in figure 41.
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6. Conclusions

a. The AN/ARO-102 (1-F) provided the Caribou with an extended
camunication capability at low altitude from distant locations in
Vietnam.

b o The AN/ARF-158 weather avoidance radar was especially
valuable during the monsoon season in Vietnam.

e. A portable terminal guidance beacon similar to the HRT-2A
and HitS-S located at airfields without navigation facilitiesi would re-
duce exposure and turnaround time for CV-28 aircraft operating during
periods of low ceilings and reduced visibility.

d. Air-to-ground FM communications were frequently unsatis-
factory because of the inability of the operators of the AN/PRC series
of radios to tune these radios accurately to the assigned frequency.

e. Aircraft downti.. attritbutahle to defectim ,.xrnuntcations
and navigation equiptent was negligible.
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Zl. (U) CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

A. GEERAL COCLUSIONS

1. The CV-2B Caribou, under the operational control of the corps
senior advisor, special forces, or USOM provided essential support to
the counterinsurgency ,i7,'Ln in Vietnam.

2. Low-level extraction from the Cl,-2B is an efficient and economi-
cal means of aerial resupply.

3. TDE 1-59D, dated 27 March 1964, Aviation Company (Airmobile -
Fixed-Wing), requires augmentation to support CV-2B (Caribou) counter-
insurgeney operations.

4. Logistical resources, less rebuild facilities, necessary to sup-
port CV-2B counterinsurgency operations in Vietnam were available in-
country; the organizational maintenance capability available in the 61st
Aviation Company was inadequate.

5. Limited rebuild facilities precluded repair of aircraft with
extensive crash damage in a reasonable length of time.

6. The electronic configuration of the CV-2B provided an adequate
comunication and navigation capability for counterinsurgency operations
in Vietnam.

7. A portable terminal guidance beacon is necessary to redu e ex-

posure time at isolated airfields and drop zones.

B. SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS

1. CV-2B's allocated to each corps and operating under the opera-
tional control of the corps senior advisor provided a flexible and re-
sponsive means of accomplishing the aerial movement of personnel and
supplies in the corps forward areas.

2. CV-2B qualified aviators arriving in Vietnam received a compre-
hensive area checkout and required flight instruction in STOL proced-
ures before they were released for operational missions.

3. One CV-2B allocated for training would expedite the operational
checkout of aviators and provide a more effective unit standardization
program.

4. The CV-2B was able to airlend supplies to special forces camp
sites that were previously resupplied only by paradrop.
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5. In areas where it can be used, the 1iLEX method of aerial deliv-
ery of supplies was more efficient and economical than the paradrop
technique.

6. LOLEX was the most accurate air delivery technique used by the
CV-2B aircraft in Vietnam.

7. The CV-2B STOL characteristics and LOLEX capability provided
5th Special Forces Group with flexibility in selecting the most effec-
tive method for aerial delivery of supplies to isolated camp sites and
patrol bases.

8. TOE 1-59D, dated 27 March 1964, Aviation Company (Airmobile -

Fixed-Wing), does not provide adequate command, control, and mainten-
ance personnel and equipment for counterinsurgency operations. (SeeannexE.

9. The AN/PRC-42 VHF radio would permit the company to tie in with
existing civilian air traffic control facilities.

10. A maintenance stand designed specifically for the engine sec-
tion of the CV-2B would expedite daily, intermediate, and periodic
inspections, and demand maintenance.

11. A hoist platform similar to the Abbey or Hyater device provided
at each airfield where CV-2B maintenance is performed would expedite
maintenance on the tail section and eliminate a serious safety hazard,

12. Using military and civilian maintenance resources in Vietnam,
approximately one year was required to repair CV-2B aircraft witL ex-
tensive crash damage.

13. tircraft maintenance man-hours expended on repair of battle
damage sustained by CV-2B aircraft was insignificant when considering
the overall man-hours expended on all types of maintenance.

i4. Rebuilt R-2000-7M2 engines attained only 32 percent of pro-
gramed life expectancy in Vietnam.

15. EDP rate in Vietnam for CV-2B aircraft was above the DA desired
goal even though there was extensive lateral transfer of parts. (See
figure 31.)

16. A semi-permanent maintenance hangar proved adequate for CV-2B
in Vietnam.

17. The AN/ARC-102 (HF) provided the Caribou with an extended tom-
munication capability at low altitudes from distant locations in Vietnam.
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18. The AN/ANP-158 (WP-103) weather avoidance radar was *sp~dially
valuable during the monsoon season in Vietnam.

19. A portable terminal guidance beacon similar to the HRT-2A and
HRS-8 located at airfields without navigation facilities would reduce
exposure and turnaround time for CV-2B aircraft operating during periods
of low ceiling and reduced visibility.

20. Air-to-ground FX communications were frequently unsatisfactory
because of the inability of the operators of the AN/PRC series of redioa
to tuns these radios accurately to the assigned frequency.

41. Aircraft downtime due to defective comunication and naviga-

tion equipment was negligible.

C. G33ERAL RBECOHMATIONS

1. The technique of placing the CV-2B under operational control of
the supported units should be considered as the normal means of control
in a countorinsurgenoy situation.

2. The low-level extraction technique should be adopted by the US
kray as a standard aerial delivery method.

3. TOE 1-5 , dated 27 March 1964, Aviation Company (Airmobile-
Fixed-Wing) shoaldd L- augmented with additional pesonnel and equipment
fcr counterinsurgency operations. (See annex E.)

4. CV-2B aircraft with extensive crash damage should be evazuated
to an established rebuild facility Z or repair.

5. A portable terminal guidance beacon should be adopted as stand-
ard equipment for use at remote airfields and drop sones without navi-
gational aids.

6. Specifications and standards of quality control for rebuilt
R-2000-7M2 engines should be examined by appropriate CONRS agencies
with the new of determining how progrased life of the engine can be
attained.

D. SPECIFIC RW0O(NDATIONS

1. CV-2B aircraft ahould vntinue to operate under the operational

control of the cupported unit or agency.

.2. Four CV-2B aircraft should be allocated to the 5th Special

rorces Group, Vietnam.

3, One CV-2B should be allocated to the 61st Aviation Company for
unit traiing.
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4. TOE 1-591D, dated 27 March 1964, should be augmented as indicated
in annex S.

5. The installation of the WP-103 weather avoidance radar and the
A/KAC (HY) radio on all CV-2B'8 in Vietnam should be expedited.

6. A portable terminal guidance beacon similar to the IHT-A and
HRS-S should be issued to advisor teams and special forces teams in
Vietnam for use at airfields and drop sones without navigational aids.
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(U) ANMX A

EMap WEABTh!, AMD TMWRAN

The enemy, weather, and terrain represent three uncontrollable
factors that influence Caribou operations in Vietnam.

1. N ff

As of 31 July 1964 the Viet Cong (VC) main force strength was
estimated at between 31,QOO and 32,000 with an additional 60,000 to
80,000 guerrilla force. The present organization was built around
thousands of well-trained cadre pereonel who infiltrated from North
Vietnm during 1961 and 1962.

Extracts of captured documents and reports of interrogation of
captured VC have revealed that VC personnel infiltrating from North
Vietnam have received training in the use of umall arms against air-
planes and helicopters. Their training also included orientation on
certain automatic antiaircraft weapons. Captured documents and inter-
rogation reports in late 1962 and early 1963 revealed that specific
and detailed training and technical literature on antiaircraft tactics
and techniques were being written and disseminated to all echelons in
the VC organization. Subjects included aircraft detection and identi-
fication; passive measures such as camouflage, fortifications# and air
alert procedures; antiaircraft firing by rifles, automatic rifles, and
machineguns; and defense against heliborne attacks.

Statistics on reported antiaircraft incidents indicate that the
impact of this training effort was not felt for several months. The
probable cause of this was the delay in the implementation of this train-
ing at individual and wall-unit level.

There have been some reports that the VC have a small number of
large caliber antiaircraft weapons. The very nature of their overall
tactics, however, discourages the use of thase heavier weapons unless
their future plans call for larger scale operations. There have been
no aircraft hits received to date in the RVN from larger than caliber
.50 machineguns.

The best in~elligence estimates predict that VC antiaircraft
doctrine will remain basically the same unless the overall effort isescalated into larger scale conventional warfare operations.

A-1 ANNEX A
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2. WEATHER

The weather in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) is largely deter-
mined by two seasonal monsoons and the effects of the topography on
these winds. Frontal systems are infrequent and have little effect on
the weather over RVN. (See figure A-I.)

The northeast monsoon occurs from mid-November to mid-March and
brings to most of the country lower humidity, less cloudiness, and lower
temperatures. All regions, except the lowlands of the eastern coast, ex-
perience clear to partly cloudy skies most of the time, producing favor-
able flying weather.

The spring transition period from mid-March to mid-May brings
maximum temperatures and increasing humidity and thurerstorm activity
to all of VN except over the coastal lowlands.

The southwest monsoon blows from mid-May to early October. This
puriod is characterized by low clouds, heavy showers, and thunderstorms
in the afternoon and evening. Fairly stable tropical temperatures and
high humidity prevail over most of the area. The eastern coastlands
experience relatively little cloudiness and precipitation since they are
protected from the prevailing flow by the Chain. Annamatique or the
intirior highlands.

The autumn transition occurs from early October to mid-November.

The change from southwest to northeast flow is often abrupt. This
period normally sees an increase in thunderstorm activity in some loca-
tions, but in general, marks the beginning of a decrease in cloudiness
and precipitation, except over the eastern coast where the changing
airflow results in an onshore, up-slope flow on the eastern slopes of
the interior highlands.

A pronounced topographic influence on the weather is caused by
the haine Annamatiqua. This chain of mountains and plateaus is oriented
perpendicular to the monsoonal winds. During the southwest monsoon, the
lifting action of the interior highlands produceo more instability wtIch
increases the cloudiness and shower activity over the entire country
except the eastern coastlands. During the northeast monsoon# this in-
fluence is reversed, producinp poor flying weather in all other regions.

3. TERRAIN

South Vietnam is composed of three major terraii are,; the high-
lands and plateaus in the north and central portion, th h coa.tal plaine
or central lowlands, and the delta plain of the south (figure A -2).
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The northern two-thirds of the country is dominated by the
highlands region which consists of broken mountain chains and rugged
hills. The area is sparsely populated, mainly by primitive, ncoadic
tribes.

The coastal plain (central lowlands) is an irregular narrow
strip of sandy beaches and dunes, backed up by rice padlies and marshes.
The plain varies from 10 to 25 miles in width, and extenws from the
northern boundary to the delta plain in the south. The plain is iter-
rupt,&- in several places by mountain chains that jut into the se&,
dividing the lowlands into several compartments. This narrow ntrip
contains several small cities and numerous heavily populated areaa.

In the central position of the country the rugged mountains
give way to an extensive plateau area characterized by more gen&ly
rolling terrain dotted with dense tropical forests and junglee. This
region is more heavily populated than the mountainour regions and has
more roads and trails.

A vast delta plain constitutes the southern one-third of the
country. This area contains a dense network of rivers, streams, and
unfordable canals. The area is characterized by marshes, rice paddies#
and extensive mangrove swamps in the southwestern portion. The delta
region is the ricebowl of the country and is heavily populated, with
the largest concertration in the Saigon-Cholon area.
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)flSION4 )1ARATIM3

This annex contains narratives of representative missions flowen by
t~se C-2B' I of the 61st Aviation Company in Vietnam during the evalua-
tion. The mission reports are on file at the 61st Aviation Ccupaniy..
AOTIV evaluators or the project. officer were crew ebera on three of
the four missions described.
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NARR/iTIVE DESCRIPTION OF A
PARADROP MISSION IN SUPPORT OF

SPIZIAL FORCES IN VIETNAM

The special fores"B"detachment attached to the I Corps at Da Nang

operated a forward area supply point which was responvible for supplying
five "A" detachments. AJl resupply was accmplished by aircraft pro-
vided by the US Air Firce and the US Army. The Caribou section, under
the operational control of I Corps located at Da Nang provided about 50

percent of its available Caribou support to the special forces.

The S-4 of the "B" detachment determined the method of delivery
based on the type of aircraft available. The Caribou, which can airland,
LOIES, or paradrop supplies, provided him with flexibility in determain-
Ing the most effective method to be used. Econcmy of operations, based
on the greatly reduced cost of air items when LOIEK or airlanded opera-
tions can replace the paradrop technique, was also a consideration. The
capability of the CV-2B to maneuver in confined and restricted mountain-
ous terrain provided the S-4 with a reasonably accurate means of para-
dropping supplies to long range patrols operating in areas without drop
zones. This last capability was the determining factor in selecting
the Caribou to perform a priority resupply mission on 30 August 1964.

The Caribou section received its Sunday mission on Saturday, the
29th. Special forces had no specific requirements, so the Caribou was
scheduled to fly a general officer and party to several special forces
camps for briefings. With an eight o'clock takeoff scheduled for the
30h, the crew checked in with I Corps Army aviation operations section
at 0700 for latest instructions on the flight. They were Lold that an
urgent request had just been received from the special forces "B"
detachment for emergency resupply of food and water to a patrol.

The itinerary for the general included three hours of ground time at
the first stop. The Caribou would drop off the party, return to Da Nang,
fly the resupply mission, =nd1 theni continue the first mission.

At 0900 the Caribou had returned to Da Nang for the supplies to be
paradropped to the special forces strike force patrol. At 0920 the
Caribou was airborne with 1720 pounds of water, food, and ammunition
rigged in eight bundles. Because of the difficulty of recovering supplies
in the Jungle and the high probability of losing supvlies, light bundles
are preferred in Vietnam to the 500-pound bundle normally paradropped.

The patrol was located on a narrow ridge in steep mc-untainous terrain.
The patrol was unable to use panels or to be seen from tbove since they
were covered by a thick jungle canopy. Smoke was used to mark the loca-
tion of the patrol. FM air-ground canmunication was available.
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About five minutes out from the drop zone, radio contact was made
with the patrol. The patrol was told to use plenty of smoke and that
four passes would be made, dropping two bundles on each pass. The
patrol was instructed to report accuracy so that adjustments could be
made in the flight path.

Over the DZ, which could be identified only by smoke drifting
through the Jungle cover, the aviator placed the aircraft in a steep
dive toward the smoke. Airspeed climbed to 150 knots. At 150 feet
above the trees, the jumpmaster was given the green light, and the
aircraft was pulled into a climb just as two bundles were discharged.
The parachutes deployed quickly, oscillated once, and disappeared into
the jungle.

The patrol leader reported both bundles on target. A second pass
was made, but the first bundle was short. Adjustments were made and
the last two passes placed the remaining bundles on target. Seven
of the eight bundles were recovered, an acceptable recovery rate under
the circumstances.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
OF A SCHEDULED COURIER MISSION

IN VIETNAM

Courier flights are scheduled within each of the corps tactical
zones and special zones in the Republic of Vietnam. These scheduled

flights provide an orderly and efficient means of transporting troops
and supplies. The length and composition of some of the runways within
each of the zones limit the type of aircraft that can provide this
service. The Caribou, with its STOL characteristics and its 6000-pound
cargo carrying capacity, meets the requirements on a continuing basis.

The Phuoc Binh Thanh (PBT) Special Zone is an area in Vietnam about
60 miles wide and consists of provinces extending from the Cambodian
border to a point six miles north of Saigon. The Viet Cong have a long
history of activity in the area and ground fire is received regularly
by both airplanes and helicopters that venture below 2000 feet. The
terrain averages about 800 feet above sea level, and is generally flat
with a few isolated mountains that rise to 3000 feet. The Phouc Binh
Thanh courier run originates in Saigon with the first point of landing
at Phuoc Vinh, then to Song Be, Hon Quan, Phuoc Vinh, and back to
Saigon. Average flying time for the mission is 1 hour and 50 minutes.

The crew of the Caribou assigned to the Phuoc Binh Thanh mission
consisted of the unit instructor and standardization pilot, the Army
Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) project officer for the Caribou evalua-
tion, and a crew chief.

At Saigon, while the Caribou was being loaded with 5000 pounds of
general supplies and rations that were to be delivered to the advisory
teams located alor , the flight route, the aircraft commander received a
weather briefing. Weather was predicted to be from zero-zero to 2000
feet broken with 7 miles visibility. Typical monsoon weather with
rainshowers and low ceiling prevailed throughout the Phuoc Binh Thanh
special zone.

The aircraft took off at 1300 hours and heavy rainshowers and a
2000-foot overcast were encountered while turning on course to Phuoc
Vinh. Paris control, the Air Force ground control intercept radar
facility at Saigon, was contacted and given the route of flight. Paris
control was informed that the aircraft would be in and out of the clouds
at 2200 feet, and flight following was requested. During the 20-minute
leg to Phuoc Vinh the aircraft was under instrument flight rules (IFR)
for 5 minutes. The airfield was located without difficulty, and a
close-in 180 degree approach was executed in order to reduce exposure
time while the aircraft was at an altitude vulnerable to ground fire
(below 2000 feet). At Phuoc Vinh, cargo and passengers were off-loaded
and passengers and cargo taken on.
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The aircraft, after 15 minutes of ground time, departed for Song Be
and immodiately encountered IFR weather. The ragged bottoms of the clouds
appeared to be about 1700 feet. The elevation of Song Be airfield is
797 feet with an isolated mountain 2405 feet high about a mile to the
northiast. The weather and enemy situation presented two possible de-
cisions for, the aircraft coma rder. First, he could fly below the clouds
and attempt to eircmravigate the heavy rains. This would put the air-
craft at an altitude vulnerable to ground fire. It did, nowever, have
the advantage of better navigation and would reduce tho possibility of
not being able to let down on Song Be. The second pos3ible solution was
to go IFR at 2000 feet, 1205 feet above the ground, fly time-distance,
and let down to 1500 (705 absolute) 5 minutes prior to ar4val at Song
Be. It was decided to maintain the 2000-foot altitude, and at the end
of 15 minutes, atteupt let duwn to visual flight rule (VFR) conditions.
If VFR did not exist, the aircraft would return to Phuoc Vinh and wait
out the weather.

The leg to Song Be consisted of 15 minutes of IFR and 5 minutes of
VPR. Just five minutes out of Song Be, letdown was made to good VFR
conditions with the mountain to the northeast of the airfield clearly
visible. The Caribou was flown over the airfield at 1500 feet, the
wind indicator was checked, and a steep 270-degree approach with 40
degrees of flaps was executed to avoid unduly exposing the aircraft to
ground fire.

While the aircraft was being unloaded, the weather continued to de-
teriorate. The instructor pilot discussed the situation with the pilot,
presenting various courses of action. It was decided to fly below the
clouds and to go IFR only as a last resort. Navigation would not be a
problem since there was a radio beacon located near the airfield at
Hon Quan. The only problem would be extended exposure to ground fire,
which would be countered by flying in and out of the base of the over-
cast.

About 4 minutes after takeoff, the aircraft was forced to fly be-
tween 200 and 500 feet above the terrain. The heavy rainfall and the
intermittent IFR conditions provided good protection from ground fire.
While the pilot was flying the instrments the aircraft commander
studied the terrain below. As the aircraft neared Hon Quan, he began
calling out headings which would avoid the areas of-Sero visibility and
place the ship in a position to make a 180oegree approach, with the
airfield on the pilot side of the cockpit. About 1 minute out, at 800
feet altitude and with the airfield still not located, a blUnding
rainshower commenced. Visibility became zero except for straight down.
While the pilot flew using the instruments, the aircraft camrander
.searched for the airfield and called off headings. The field was first
seen as the aircraft passed adjacent to it. The pilot immediately fixed
its location and started an approach.
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Hon Quan Airfield is located on a sloping ridge on the outskirts of
a small town. It is a 1300-foot strip of unimpacted dirt. The runway
heading is 050 degrees - 230 degrees. The 05 end is about 35 feet lower
than the 23 end. A valley at the approach of the 05 end gives one the
impression that he is too high on short final and there is a natural ten-
dency to overshoot. A steep bank at the west end leaves no overrun.
Making an approach over the rudder of a wrecked C-47, which had previously
landed downhill and skidded off the 05 end, reduced the usable length
to about 1150 feet.

There were several small gullies in the strip as a result of the
internse rain. Because of the driving rain, the wrecked aircraft on the
approach end of the strip, the natural tendency to overshoot) and the
muddy runway, the pilot had to execute a go around. After another low
pattern and an approach with 40 degrees of flaps on short final, the
aircraft landed about 200 feet down the muddy strip. The crosswind
of about 15 knots added to the difficulty of control on the narrow muddy
field. Propellers were reversed, which aided in the control of the air-
craft, and the aircraft came to a stop after an 800-foot landing roll.

After 20 minutes on the ground, during which passenpers and cargo
were loaded and the crew and passengers were thoroughly drenched, the
aircraft was readied for takeoff. The Caribou took off downhill and
pulled up a little early to clear the rudder of the damaged C-47 at the
endi of the runway. There was no improvement in the weather and of the
15 minute leg to Phuoc Vinh, 12 minute were solid IFR at an altitude
of 1700 feet, which provided about 1000 feet of terrain clearance. Fly-
ing time-distance, the aircraft broke out of the clouds about three
minutes from Phuoc Vinh with the airfield dead ahead.

After 10 minutes of ground time, the aircraft took off for Saigon.
Paris Control reported Saigon with 22U0 feet of broken clouds. Ten
miles north of Saigon, the weather improved as predicted.

The Caribou returned to Saigon after logging one hour and fifty-five
minutes of flying time, fifty-five minutes of this being under IFR
conditions. During the mission 6,900 pounds of cargo were delivered and
58 passengers were trans-orted.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
OF A FORWARD AREA TROOP MOVEMT USING

CV-2B AIRCRAFT

£ requirement developed in the ARVN 5th Division to replace a bat-
talion of infantry located at Dau Teng with a fresh battalion from Bien
Hoa, the division headquarters. The division senior advisor requested
that the switch be accomplished on 4 September 1964 by Caribou allocated
to the III Corps. The Army aviation element of the corps tactical opera-
tions center approved the request and scheduled the lift directly with
the operations section of the 61st Aviation Company.

There was no need for a special briefing since this would be accm-
plished by the Americax Qdvisor with the infantry battalion that was being

•replaced. About 400 troops and 20,000 pounds of cargo were to be moved.
- Two CV-2B's were assigned the mission.

The aircraft took off from Vung Tau at 0630, and proceeded to Bien
Hoa, 35 miles northwest, arrivir4 at 0650. However, there was a 300-foot
broken ceiling and the tower, controlled by the Vietnamese Air Force,
would not allow the aircraft to land. After nolding for about 25 minutes,
the aircraft flew out of controlled airspace and let down through -low
broken clouds and then proceeded to Bien Hoa on the deck, landing at 0 730.

The crews were met by the US Army advisor to the battalion and
briefed on the mission. The battalion being replaced had suffered heavy
casualties and had been under attack almost constantly for the past
several nights. The Caribou were to land at Dau Teng Airfield and re-
place the battalion on position. The aircraft would move the troops,
weapons, basic load of ammunition, food, and dependents of both battalions.

The flight leader asked the American advisor to divide the troops,
equipment, ammunitions and dependents into groups forming 6000-pound
loads. The groups were to be positioned so as to facilitate loading.
All weapons were to be cleared. Loading would commence immediately upon
arrival of the battalion.

The battalion was moved by truck to Dien Hoa Airfield from a nearby
assembly area. The Vietnamese officers and NCO' s quickly lined the troops
up and assembled the loads. The number of troops loaded did not always
coincide with the number of seat belts. When this occurred, the crew
chief strapped all the personnel on one side with one cargo strap.
Machineguns, mortars, recoilless rifles, ammurition, food, and packs were
secured in the center aisle.

The 2 aircraft with the first loads were ready for takeoff within
30 minutes after the aircraft arrived. The tower approved a VFR takeoff
with a 300-foot broken ceiling. After reaching cruising altitude of
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3000 feet, the flight leader called, Paris Control and reported his poei-
tion, altitude, and destination, and requested flight-following. Paris
Control quickly established radar contact with the assistance of a
transponder.

Dau Teng is located 34 miles northwest of Saigon and 13 miles east-
southeast of Tay Ninh Mountain in one of the most active Viet Cong areas.

kt the controls of the lead ship was a newly arrived warrant officer
who was flying his first operational mission,and an instructor pilot.
With )au Teng ahead, the pre-landing check was completed, airspeed re-
duced to about 70 knots and, with 30 degrees of flaps, a perfect
approach was made. Twenty feet from touchdown about thirty cattle were
driven across the ruway. The pilot and 3nstructor hit the throttles
together. The aircraft responded to the added power and, with flaps and

*gear on the way up, a go-around was executed.

After the cattle had been corraled, both aircraft landed and dis-
charged their troops. The American advisor at Dan Teng briefed the
pilots on the local situation. He strongly advised the crews not to
overfly the area to the west of the airfield at a low altitude because
_ _ the lare concentration of Viet Cong.

Loading was no problem, the troops were anxious to get out of Dau
Teng and quickly responded to all orders and instructions. Takeoff
was normal with both aircraft. climbing above the clouds for the return
trip. As the aircraft neared Bien Hoa the low overcast began to break

* up and by the time the aircraft were on downwind the skies were clear.

One aircraft was diverted to another mission at 1110 hours. At
1410, after a lunch and servicing break, the remaining CV-2 was again
airborne.

The mission was completed at 1750. Two battalions with dependents
had been switched and 20,000 pounds of cargo had been moved in a total
of 25 sorties and 10 flying hours.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
OF A IOW-ILVEL EXTRACTION MISSION

Low ceilings and reduced visibility had prevented the normal aerial
resupply of the special forces site at Go Dau Ha. Resupply had normally
been accomplished by paradrop. A CV-23 allocated to III Corps was dis-
patched to the special forces supply base at Nha Trang, 21 August 1964,
to pick up 6000 pounds of rations and ammunition.

At Nha Trang, the Caribou was met by two flatbed 2-ton trucks
loaded with three 2000-pound pallets. These pallets were quickly rolled
into the Caribou and secured while the airplane was prepared for takeoff.
One of the pioneers of T)LEX in Vietnam was in the cargo compartment as
loadmaster. In the cockpit was a unit instructor pilot and a recently
arrived warrant officer who was undergoing his operational checkout.

The flight from Nha Trang was south along the coast to Phan Thiet
because of thunderstorms over the mountains. Near Phan Thiet Paris
gr-t rd control intercept radar picked up the aircraft and provided
assistance in avoiding areas of intense rainshowers. Paris reported a
wide band of heavy rainshowers on course ot Go Dau Ha. This report
. . .w soon- fir ea. 4 ad ._the Caribou flew into rain which reduced visi-
bility to about J mile. Altitude was-held -at-1500 -feet as 'theircr %-
flew in and out of low clouds. When the loadmaster was given his
20-minute warning, he rechecked the load and reported it ready for drop.
At the 10-minute warning, the loadmaster carefully checked the pondulm
extraction system, the load, and removed the forward and vertical re-
straining straps. Visibility was poor, but improving. The pilot turned
on the red light and notified the drop master to perform the 6-minute
check. The pendulum system was rechecked, and as the loadmaster moved
from the rear to the front of the cargo compartment., he removed all
tiedowns.

The aircraft continued on course, maintaining direction by following
a small stream. Over Go Dau Ha, the drop zone was identified. The
pilot executed a 360 degree approach in order to keep the DZ in sight.
At the 180 degree point the gear was extended, flaps were set at 20
degrees, and the pilot gave the 1-minute warning.

As the Caribou was turned to final approach, the loadmaster made
sure all personnel were forward of the load, untied the extraction
chute safety tiedown line, and reported to the pilot that he had a
"hot* load. ,He then drew his knife, ready to cut the extraction system
from the load if one of the extraction chutes failed to deploy.

The Caribou was slowed to 75 knots on short final approach to the
drop zone. The pilot steadied the ship at about eight feet over the
beginning of the drop zone. Power was adjusted to maintain level flight,
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*the green light was turned on,, and the pendultunrelease switch was acti-
vated. Moments :later, the first chute deployed, extracting the first
pa.Uet, to vhich was attached the extraction chute for the second load.
The second and third p&ats were extracted in daisy-chain fashion.

This mission was executed without ground-to-air oaa~mications,
smake# or panels to mak the DZ.
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COMMMS THr MVIO -C~iORP AMw'sISMS _AAl OF TH3
CONKA)IDWG OP'ECfl, 5TH SOIAL YMES M UP .

The mex; tontans com as -of the senrior US -Amy aylsor. to each.
of thA IRWcorpa tactical sow., ard the cainkding ofier,,.th. -
Special Forces Group, relative to the support provided by US A* : -
CV-23 aircraft.

-US-Saftior Advisao, I Corps

US S.. io r Advisor, .11 Corps

US Smior Advinao, III Corps C-10

77 US Se ior-Advisor,-IV Corps

Coimnding Officer, 5th Special Forces Group C-i?

Letter, Hea4quarters 5th Special Forles Group, C-31
subject: Request for Arui Aviata 'Support of
Special Forces, dated 27 October 1964
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ccMoEs, SMIOR ADVISOR, I CORPS

1. hat role dots the caribou play in meeting youp.4ansportation
and resupply CAWioz *? ;"Pleaae t ent. oa response time.

Answer: The Caribou plays an ex remely vital role within the I
'Corps area, :-patiqulerly in resupply of ,o tj.A otprd ate ,,a ,rols.
In as *cb as -!the OO.tralft are located,: .-.I. lO.rp ."ea, spe a 3 .f-

2. For what mission is the Caribou particularly suited?

Answer: Reaupply. The delivery of supplies and personneii-2to
small and relatively unimproved landing strips The beat ut44;ation
of this aircraft in I Corps is short flights (I hour or less) with
maxium payload into small strips. In addition, .the iCV.Zi 1 s cu-
larly suited to resupply by airdrop into critically small DZ areas. I
Corps has been resupplying platoon size and Urgruzjts tunieopatxol
where in many cases a DZ cannot be cleared. Many of these missions are
ascmplisbed- wre the aircraft is subject-tofive -and accuai'y to" most
important. The short field capability, ease of loading and unloadingJ.
and airdrop capability makes -the aircraft the-workhorae 0f UV444-p

-- 3. Can the Caribou, with reversible piteh .. z4-4Ata4 aArgald in
&your area of responsibility?, I negative, list airri414e.

Answer: Yes.

4. Is liaison between the Caribou company and your headquarters
adequate?

Answer: Reasonably adequate. It is felt that at any time a CV-2
must be recalled to the company or an exchange of aircraft effected,
the company should call I Corps Aviation staff for coordination rathetr
than calling company aviators. In most cases better utilization of
aircraft and less Juggling of schedules will result from this liaison.

5. If employed, comment on the effectiveness of low-level extrac-
tion (LOLEX) in your zone.

Aswer: LOIfX in I Corps is becoming progressively more effective.
This is a field where the skill of the aviator is very apparent and as
in most cases, practice improved performance, When used correctly, it
has the following advantages over other types of delivery:

a. Can bt ,laced on target in larger pallets (up to 6,000 pounds,
ou-it 3,000 pounds is found to be preferred).
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b. Rapid loading and minimu= rigging required after pallet is

packed.

c. RipLd off-loAding. Even faster than airdrop due to the 1- or

2-pallet concept.

d. Fewer paa'&chutes are required.

e. Cuts exposure time to enemy ground fire. Entire load.can
usually be dropped in minutes.

f. Overall mission requires mach less time. LEZ 4iho4d.beyuasd
more ftenu or as often as feasible. The more missions flown, the more

accurate the crew become. It is rereended that the r~st experienced

!aiator!. b-utilied on these missions whenever possible.

6. (C) What recow-indations can you make coucerning the current

allocation and stationing .f CV-2B aircraft?

Answer: Reccamtnd that CV-2 allocation to corps areas be considered

on the bazis of cargo and passengers hauled per aircraft per reporting

period. Total flying time per month per aircraft does ,.ot tell a true
story. I Corps can utilize four CV-21s and keep these aircraft. busy on

a fuiltia. schedule.

7. (C) Please coment ou the validity of the current concept-of

placing allocated CV-2B aircraft =der the operational control of the

user.

Answer: All aircraft allocated to the corps should, of course, be

under operational control of the user. To do any less than this would

be to tie the user's hands. In addition the user should exercise OER

responsibility while crews are under their jurisdiction. Company and

battalion comander3 will, without thinking, object to this saying the

Oorps is taking away their authority, but it is not fair to the military

or the individual to be rated by a commander whom he doesn't see but

half a dozen times within many months.
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COMW-NTS, SENIOR ADVISOR II CORP!

1 What role does the Cariboui play in meeting your transportation
and resupply mission requirements? Please comment on response time.

Answer: Current assets include two CV-2B aircraft. At least one
CV-2 is available daily for preplanned -cargo or tr6dp -issions, a on
Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday both aircraft are available. (At pre-
sent, requirements are greater than aircraft available, In late Novem-
ber or early December two additional CV-2 aircraft will'be made avail-
able to II Corps when the 92nd Aviation Company becomes operational at
QuA Nhon.) Response time is dietated by maintenance :problems and'regu-
l liar periodic inspections. Since schedled maintenance is -performed-at
Vung Tau, the aircraft are frequently lost to the'-corps cowpletely'ur-
ing these pariods creating an undesirable-b&ckllog and-diaru pt-iched-
ules. Most of the time at least one of the two aircraft is available
for the courier run, but this is a problem area due to requirements
exceeding -aircraft ,-availability. -Thiaproblem. Area_should be resolved
on or about 1 November when the 14th Aviation Battalion (Nha Trang) -and
the 92nd Aviation Company (Qul Nhon) become 'operatinal. -

-The Caribou provides a light cargo lift capability within the corps
and from the corps to Saigon, the main supply base. Additionally, this
aircraft provides an emergency cargo lift capability which becoeas essen-
tial when an area is hit or when a short notice air assault mission
develops that requires fuel and amunition to be moved rapidly. Both
CV-2's are stationed at corps and can be anywhere in the corps area in
01:30 flying time excluding load time.

2. For what missions is the Caribou particularly suited?

Answer- Hard cargo supply-resupply. The Caribou is particularly suited
for transport of cargo and personnel that can be airlanded into shbrt
field strips. Cargo can be airdropped or dispensed by the low-level ex-
'traction method.

3. Can the Caribou, with reversible pitch propellers, land at all
airfields in your area of responsibility? If negative, list airfields.

Answer: Yes.
'4. Is liaison between the Caribou company and your headquarters

adequate?

Answer: Communications are poor to LAk. Other than othat, comnu!ni-
cation liaison is adequate considering the company is at Vung Tau and we
are at Plieku. This will be solved on or about I November 1964 when the
14th Aviation Batta]don at Nha Trang and the 92nd Aviation Company at
Qui Nhon become operational.
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5. If employed, coment on the effectiveness of low-level extrac-
~ (.OIEI)in your zone.

Answer: The LOLE method of cargo delivery has been used exten-
sively in the Corps area to deliver cargo to special forces sites, Per-
cent of damage and unusable cargo has been less than 5 percent. In
order to use the full capacity of TELEX, qualified riggere anid air itms

f i. (parachutes, clear otraps, pallets, etc.) must be positioned at lcey
locations within the corps area. At present the liha Trang.Special
Forces Logistical Comand is the only place in II Corps that has'the

S -personnel and equipment to accommodate LOLZ

6. (C) 'hat recommendations can you make concerning the current
allocation and stationing of CV-2B aircraft?

Answer; Station two at Hha frang to support special forces. These
should be used when strips are too short for 0-123's, and can effectively

* be used for LOLEX.

7.(C) lease cosnt on the validty of current -cept . . . . . . . . . . . .

placing allocated CV-2B aircraft under the operational control of the
user.

Answer: The concept is workable with a good liaison and coordina-
tiol between crews, aviation unit, and using unit to develop best
uti4ization of hard cargo movement. Maintenance coordination and.under-
standirg is required of the user unit to achieve best results Caution
mast be exercised to avoid excoss use of this aircraft for less than
usefol capacity loads.
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COV NTS 'ENIOR ADVISOR, III CORPS

W I. What role does the Caribou play in meeting your trxisportutio

and resupply mission requirements? Please coment on response time.

Answer; The Garibot' PrOvi.des tactical troop lift, resupp3,V of III
Corps units, and provides support for US adisory personnel through

cheduLled runs throughout the corps area. In add~ition four .eoial

forces camps in the ccrps area are resupplied primarily by Caribou due

to Inacessibility to these locations by road, Since most miislon$

are either pre-scheduled or schoduled about 15 hours beforehand , tht .V

coment we can make about response time is that it 
is adequate. On

all missions the response h4.s bee extremely fast since requests for

allocated aircraft go directly from III Corps advisor headquarters to

the Caribou company and through no intermediate 
headquarters.

2. For what missions is the Caribou particularly suited?

Answer- The Caribou is -particla-lY well suited ior-supply.

missions into tactical airfields in the III Corps area. They have

performed airlanded resupply, parachute delivery of supplies as well

as troop moveents. It is also well suited for airlift of reactio-

forces into tactical airfields of III Corps, air resupply, 
IOLEX sup-

ply, and parachute supply delivery.

3, Can the Caribou, with reversible pitch propellers, land 
at al

airfields in your area of responsibility? If negative, list airfields.

Answer: Yes, all established airfields in III Corps can accomo-

date the Caribou,

4, Is liaison between the Caribou company 
and your headquarters

adequate?

Answer: Yes, the Caribcu company supporting III Corps 
has been

extremely cooperative and periodically the operations 
officer has

visited the III Corps aviati.o
n officer to dicuss aircraft utilization

and minor problems.

5. If employed, comment on the effectiveness 
of low-level extrac-

tion (ILo=) in your zone-

Answer: LOEX has been used only for demonstration and 
one delivery

to Camp Sui Dau; however, the special forces 
unit in the III Corps area

anticipates usigr LOLEX at Nui Ba Ben as soon as rigger personnel 
are

trained.

6. (C) What recommendations can you make conzerning 
the current

allocation and stationing of CV-2B aircraft?
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Answer: The present allocation of CV-M aircraft is adequate for
III Corps. No problems have arisen due to the present stationing of

T the Caribou.

7. (C) Please ccoment on the validity of the current concept of
placing allocated CV-2B aircraft under the operational control of the
user.

Anawer The current concept of placing two Caribou under opera-.
tional control of III Corps on a standing basis is the most feasible
arrangement. This allows the users to program airlift and establish.
priorities based on III Corps policies and operations. Utilization-
is monitored by an aviator who is on duty with the corps headquarterL'.
as an aviation liaison officer.

8. Additional Comments:

a. II Corps use of the Caribou consists mainly of emergency
resupply, resupply of isolated special forces camps, and scheduled -
courier runs. Due to the relati've caomactaes6._oftthe IIl Corp-area
and inaccessibility of many air fields, helicopters are the mainstay

of aviation support. However, the Caribou performe an indispensable
function and corps operations would be seriously hampered without the
use of two Caribou aircraft.

b. Special forces have used parachute resupply from- the Car-
bou for one of their camps (Nui Ba Don) on the avcrage of about two
times weekly. These have been particularly successful, and during thE
past two months only one bundle was lost.

C-? ANEX C
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_CQM TS, SENIOR ADVISOR IV CURPS

1. What ..-oe does the Caribou play in meeting your transportation
and resupply mission requirements? Please commt on-response time.

Answer: The CV1-2B is the workhorse of the transportation and re-.
supply effort in the IV Corps Tactical Zone. At present this corps is

allocated the 4th, 8th, and 12th flyable Caribou. -One Caribou _iaallo-

cated daily for scheduled flights, for the movement of personnel and

light weight priority cargo within each of the three division aeaqs of

the IV ARVN Corps. - Each division is completely serviced twice weealy-

and-the corps and division headquarters daily in addition to the-above

. mentioned flights. The second Caribou is normally allocated to tacti-

cal priority missions or special forces resupply missions if a tactical

emergency does not exist.

4 Response time is adequate, normally overnight. In the past, tacti-
cal priority has been exercised simply by taking the Caribou off ached-

uled-flights- and uzing--it-on higher priority flightsv- -

2. For what missions is the Cariboa particularly suited?

Answer; The Caribou is particularly suited for missions %hich rew
quire the movement of passengers and high priority cargo into small
airfields, aerial delivery and LOLEX flights to which the Air Force

cannot react in time and for utilizing those airfields where the gross

weight limitations of USAF aircraft is restrictive.

3. Can the Caribou, with reversible pitch propellers, land at all

airfields in your area of responsibility? If negative, list airfields.

Answer: The Caribou can operate in every airfield we are using in

IV Corps area except Hai-Yen, which is too narrow to permit turnaround,

4. Is liaison between the Caribou company and your headquarters
adequate?

Answer: Yes, however, communication problems exist, This is cor-

rected by relaying through Saigon.

k 5, If employed, comment on the effectiveness of low-level extrac-

tion (LOLEX) in your zone.

Answer: LOLEX has b'een used effectively by special forces in re-

supplying remote areas. In their opinion, it has proved to be a very

efficient system and is much preferred to airdrop,

6. (C) what recommendations can you make concerning the current

allocation and stationing of CV-2B aircraft?
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CO)I4MMTS, SENIOR ADVISOR IV CORPS

1* What role does the Caribou play in meeting your transportation
and resupply mission requirements? Please comsent on response time.

Answer: The CV-23 is the workhorse of the transportation and re-
supply effort in the IV Corps Tactical Zone. At present this corps is
allocated the 4th, 8th, and 12th flyable Caribou. One Caribou is allo-
cated daily for scheduled flights, for the movement of personnel and
light weight priority cargo within each of the three divisiom areas of
the IV ARVN Corps. Each division is completely serviced twice weekly
and the corls and division headquarters daily in addition to the above
mentioned flights. The second Caribou is normally allocated to tacti-
cal priority missions or special forces resupply missions if a tactical
emergency does not exist.

Response time is adequate, normally overnight. In the past, tacti-
cal priority has been exercised simply by taking the Caribou off ached-
uled flights and using it on higher priority flights.

2. For what missions is the Caribou particularly suited?

Answer: The Caribou is particularly suited for missions which re-
quire the movement of passengers and high priority cargo into small
airfields, aerial delivery and LOLfX flights to which the Air Force
cannot react in time and for utilizing those airfields where the gross
weight limitations of USAF aircraft is restrictive.

3. Can the Caribou, with reversible pitch propellers, land at all
airfields in your area of responsibility? If negative, list airfields.

Answer: The Caribou can operate in every airfield we are using in
IV Corps area except Hai-Yen, which is too narrow to permit turnaround.

4. Is liaison between the Caribou company and your headquarters
adequate?

Answer: Yes, however, communication problems exist, This is cor-
rected by relaying through Saigon.

5. If employed, comment on the effectiveness of low-level extrac-
tion (IOLEX) in your zone.

Answar: WOLEX has been used effectively by special forces in re-
supplying remote areas. In their opinion, it has proved to be a very
efficient system and is much preferred to airdrop

6. (C) What recommendations can you make concerning the current
allocation and stationing of CV-2B aircraft?
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Answer: It would be advantageous to have one CV-2b located at this
station for quick-reaction missions suuh as eMergency azmo,'r PL

resupply missions, large medical evacuation mi.iions, command post moves,
etc. 'he present method of allocation of CV-2b aircraft is satisfactory
conuiO. irg the present Iiritatir 6f riesour~es in "RVN

7. ,0 Please coaent, on the validity of the current concept of placing
4.loc. id CV-2E1 aircraft under the opirational control of the i ser.

Aniwer: This is the most 'fficent method that can b eised fo the
employment of the Caribou. It requires less aiinistratidn hae :
use of th e Caribou for most urgent milssiorfs.

S. Additional coments: It is corps policy to utilize, the 6outh East
Asia Airlift Syaten aircraft for the movement of cargo from Saigon and
other estab1ished airfields within the corps zone from which South East
Asia Airlift aircraft can operate. Due to advance plannir-it~ze required
by t ! th Aerial Port Sqd it £8 ofte-ncassary to use corp-al1ocate

CV-2Bb for the mission when time is of the essence.

. .ANNX C..............................
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i. What roie 4qts .ta, l in iiieetin your transpori.
and resupply milasion requirements? Please, cciument'on respons time.

Answer.- The Cari ou. i api opprtune airo rait as far a' this
headquarters is concerned, because there are no Caribou allo.cated b" ''
XAQV to supor the .peci4 forces mission n-country, Thv-..e t Caribou

support tQ spocial £oorces goe,'s to the,_B detica t4s i m T 4 X _rps
a&M these aircraft are requested 24 holkre before The recjire d
approved or disapproved 18 hours before mission time,

2.k For what mioion -is. t 4p. p~iou jaxt; o4arl V~e

Aswer: /-The Caribou is -rticulaly rsted for troop iuovemente,op-i~or- -rlPa .... .. . .' '.. ... -,"personnel paraohute operations, aihd delivery of supplies by- __al.X~t.
dop, or arlad~g

3. Can the Caribou, with reversible pitch propeller, land at all
airfields in -your -aa.. of. lsponsility_ . If.negativ_, list airfields.

Answer: No, the Caribou is not yet capablc of airlandirg at Camp
ARO in I Corps which is at Iresent suitable only for OE, U-lO type ofaircraft.

4. Is liaison between the Caribou company and your headquarters
adequate?

Answer: Liaison between the Caribou Company and this headquarters
is not required since this headquarters and the *B" detachments in each
corps area must refer their requests for Caribou support to the respective
corps TOG. If this headquarters requires a Caribou from the Cmpany head-
quarters at Vung Tau, the request must go through the TOC, Saigon and
be approved there before the company can release an airplane. In other-
words, the Caribou Company has no control over the operational deployment
of its airplanes. Liaison on matters other than requests for airplanes
is satisfactory.

5. If employed, comment on the effectiveness of low-level extrac-
tion (IDLEX) in your zone.

Answer: Low-level extraction has achieved a high degree of
success in actual delivery. Over 200,000 pounds of supplies have been
delivered since 19 July 1964. Compared to airdrop, LOLEX is cheaper,
takes less rigging time, less time in the drop zone area. with less ex-
posure to enemy fire, and allows for continuous delivery of supplies to
detachments which have airstrip rendered uselcss by rain, A recent
example of the success of LOLEX was on 15 October at Camp TAKO, a small
mountain special forces camp on the Vietnani-Laos border in I Corps which
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S.is capable of landing only one helicopter. Because of cloud cover hang-
ing 200 feet above the camp and the aiall drop zone, airdrop,, the only

3 practical means of resupply up to that time, had been unsuccessful for
a nxuber of days.

The Caribou pilot with a LOLEX load aboard, broke through cloud
3 cover at 200 feet over the camp and made 3 sorties releasing the extrac-

tion parachute over the valley which 4 seconds later pulled the load
from the aircraft which was then 10 feet above the camp's helicopter
pad. In these 3 sorties the Caribou pinpointed 15,000 pounds oZ supplies
into thib camp. :.

6. (C) What recommendations can you make concerning the current
allocation and stationing of CV-2B aircraft?

Answer: Recomnend four CV-2B aircraft be allocated to support the
Special Forces Logistic Support Center at fha Trang. Unofficial word
has been received by this headquarters that three CV-2B aircraft will
be allocated to special forces effective-15--oveamber 1V96 .- '

7. Please comment on the validity of the current concept. of placing
.llpc;ted -C B-a:rer~ft-w.der the er tio n lcotrol of the -user,

Answer: Placing CV-2B aircraft under the operational control of-,
the user is fine for the user. The assignment of Caribou aircraft should
be made to those activities that can best utilize the inherent;capabili-
ties of the aircraft. There are instances where this has not been done
in the past.
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HEADQUARTEBS
5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBORE) 1 ST SPMIAL FORMS

APO 40, San -Francisco, California

ASFSU 27 October 1964

SUBJECT: Army Aviation Support of Speci&l Forces

TO: Commander
United States Military Assistance CoimAnd Vietnam
ATTI:. Assistant. Chief. of Staff J3
APO 143, San Francisco, CalifornIA .

1 . The expansion of the Special Forces mission in tke Republic of
Vietnam during the 2nd and 3rd quarters of fiscal year 1965 will necessi-

.ate.thedailairli +of'-4-30,O0O pounds o-supp .ea fr.m Nhfrrag ,.
Present direct supporting airlift provided from the Southeast Asia-Air-
lift System provides Special Forces a daily lift of 72,000 pounds. The
present direct supporting airlift is inadequate to meet the requirement.

2. a. The present airlift supporting the Special Forces • mission
consists oA' 3 each C-123 and 2 each C-47 aircraft, 'The planned alll-
able cargo load of the 0-123 is 10,000 pounds per sortie, and the 0-47
carries 5,000 pounds per sortie. Flying 2 sorties daily, the aircraft
have a lift capability of 80,000 pounds. Allowing for aborts due to
maintenance, weather, and lack of fighter escort, the daily average is
72,000 pounds.

b. In the months June through September, an average monthly
airlift of 2.5 million pounds was moved from Nha Trang. This averages
out to a daily lift of 83,000 pounds. The additional airlift over and
above 72,000 pounds is being provided by opportune C-124, C-130, CV-2B,
CH-37, and U-lA aircraft. During July and August, opportune airlift
has accounted for up to 20 percent of the total monthly airlift out of
Nha Trang.

c. The 5th Special Forces Group with some 40 field detachments
is now supporting some 20,000 indigenous personnel in the Civilian
Irregular Defense Group and Border Surveillance (CIDG/BS) program.
This supported force will increase to 30,000 personnel as the 5th Special
Forces completes its buildup to some 60 operational detac~hments.

d. As far as logistical airlift is concerned, the problta ie
not solely me of additional airplanes, the problem is also concerned
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with providing using detachments with qfficiant 4diJxt. dplivrry service
on, a -,you rquI14 Wias. v~to is Aot, xq9X,:pos§.t4. j spk rt
ing aircraft -*

-(1} ~ ~ A 'T~e-e tta. of 15. -&W,4 (opit s having

c&UY rendered .--seless by -the .r saO eUsn he Ci1O2R3 -or Q.4 7,t o
C airdrop or dUverrt. be cargo to Al)1weather I*.4a -th .the. 4t ,need

Xor:YaIctIOr a voy.. -These pa .-.. ..-- ad.-e. h ... on. on
Wvied by:the CVr.2B 4-,nding wtth- r*veros1.o pitch, prope4rrj.

(2) Thereare eight special forces !camp, sie.0 I , h, .
airstrips that can accomodate the CV-2B and ighte aircraft- ,'

(3) Eleven special forces detachments are serviced by all-
weather airstrips.

(4) Tha-remainrg special forces camps are supplied by air-
drop and 60 percent,. of these are capable of being resupplied by the more
efficient and cheaper LOU. delivery using the CV-2B.

e. Over 200,000 pounds of supplies have been delivered using
flDLEX in all four corps tactical zones since 19 July 1964. Compared

* with conventional airdrop from the CV-2B-

(1) To airdrop 6,000 pounds costs $1,600.00 in air items
*versus $160.00 to IDLEX the same supplies.

(2) Rigging time for 6,000 pound load is reduced from 5
hours to 1 hour 10 minutes when using IDLEX.

(3) Aircraft exposure time over the drop zone area is re-
duced from 20 minutes to 6 minutes as the CV-2B can deliver its total
load in a single pass.

(4) Accuracy is assured in LOLEX, as the pilot can pin-
point his drop, thereby reducing damage and loss significantly.

f. TOE 31-106E, Special Forces Group, provides for an organic
Aviation Company. This headquarters has no organic or direct support-
ing aviation and has no priority with J3 MACV for the permanent alloca-
tion of Army aviation which the respective corps senior advisors enjoy.
Notwithstanding this situation, the commanding officer of special forces
has responsibilities which extend the length and breadth of the Republic
of Vietnam and is responsible for supporting a force the size of two
US divisions in over 60 locations,
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tb, tlA 'tfeW iouths ill- inerea". the reqixir.epti-fo' airdrop;:
UbgV of which can be satisfied by use of LLX delivery frcia Ube-CV6n.

-3* t-qxest -Ifbu eaah :cv-2B bef? t 7nde :alai~ible to sup,

-aircraf t VillU 4 eomlinht 'the lrepav.ad Urge-t criig a l-

sites not serviced by all-.weather strips ona yr-odbai N ,
parking, maintenance, and fli.ght planning facilities are availabl.e at

MM " n suppoi-tizig c -wcam be Ubisted -at the'speciAl forces
empounde ...

Co onu. i"aztry
Comandin;
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A 15 S U27 October 1964U~T-~ irlif t Support for US Arzy Special Forces.

TO: Commander
United & ates lkliitary Assiztance Goaand Vietnam iy
ATrN * As~ i ':Chiq9,40 Stf 43.
APO 143, San Francisco, CS3iqrr~: ~ ~ . A~

The following airstrips are normally arviced by tiae C-1 23 byr are
-Ipriodcajy 4adeoouskola4' -In .---They .cazk -.0 ~ ~ b th4V

on a year round basis using air~jA244jA _Qr I-WA~.

I~~I ~1 Corps Tactical Zone: ~ ~

Chu Dron

flak To

JDong Ba Thin

- Kannack

Buon Breizng

III Corps Tactical Zone:

Bu Gia. Map

Bu Dop

long Thanh

Minh Thanh

IV Corps Tantical Zone:

Tan Hiep

An Long

lMoc lioa

Don Phuoc

C-15 AN=B C



ASSU 27... ~ *2Oatobr 1964

SUBJ?:Airlift, Support for Us AxuW Special Forces.

K' iiq, AP'O 40, Sn !rtncieco, alifoimia

r-TO: Onq
United Station Military A4u imt4e O0hamazM VietZI
A7TM: Assistanit Chief of StaUi3
APO 14:3, San Francisco, Clifornia

{~j T. ~@lo,~g aistrip canb e~v~c~ b~ he, CV.2EB
rouM basise uuing iasiwzdi.g orILLX . -

Il Corps Tactical Zone: Bu Prang

Foli Do Lin

?lei xm

Prey Srvnh

II Corps Tactical zone: Suci Da

ANNE C c-16
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WW -V;L E ACT IO (II3 )

ov Low-vI extrction (wiZL) is a eystem for delivering supplies
and equipment from the CV-2B aircraft flying in the close proximity to'

-the ground (5 to 8 feet). An extraction parachute is used to cut the
final restraint an the cargo in the aircraft, extract the load from th.
aircraft, and decelerate its horizontal momentum. ,

Low-level extraction is basically an adaptation of the standard
airdrop system used fqr airdrop of heavy equipment from 1500-foot a iti-
tude except that it does not require the large recovery parachutes.

k It uses standard air items and expendable platforms or pallets and,
therefore, has not involved the use of any neow or untested equipment.
The simplicity and the realiability of the system has permitted opera-
tional use since its inception on 29 July 1963 at Fort Lee, Virginia.

The Special Forces Logistical Support Center at Xha Trang received
the necessary air- items for IWLU in July 1964. The first LOX mission

. .performed-1 -an opeati t-r te-- was flo -19 "J'i. 964-, -to
r resupply special forces "A" detachment at Phrey Shrun, Vietnam. Prior
to the introduction of IDLUX in Vietnam, all special forces RAN detach-
ments that did not have an available airfield that would accomodate a
C-123 or C-47, were resupplied by paradrop.

Low-level extraction in Vietnam has provided the special forces a
significant increase in flexibility in resupplying camp sites not ser-
viced by an airfield. It has shown certain significant advantages
over the paradrop technique. These advantages are:

a) Pinpoint accuracy

b) Reduction in time and cost in rigging for a given pay load

) Reduction in exposure time over the DZ

d) 'Reduct'ion in time required for recovery of supplies

The primary disadvantages of LOLEX are that it requires a cleared
drop sons and a low profile load configuration. High profile loads
(more than 50 inches high) are very prone to tumble unless DZ and drop
c~nditions are ideal. In some cases this limitation could reduce the
inaximu effective space use of the cargo compartment.

The ideal DZ for WOIEX is a relatively smooth cleared area at least
500 feet long. Most sites used have met that criteria, however, WtO
was successful into one small, rough DZ of less than 500 feet, at Tako,

D-1 AM=EX D



a newly established special forces camp site in the I Corps area. The
camp site and DZ were located on the top of a mountain (figure D-1).
The DZ was approximately lU meters long and had one depression which
divided the mountain top in half. The difficult terrain and the small
usable area required initiation of the extraction system over the valleyso that the Ioau would 1nd on the end of the short DZ. Over or under-

shooting of the DZ meant total loss of the load. Ten successful single
extractions were made to this special forces camp site during October
1964.

The pinpoint accuracy that can be achieved with LOLEX because of the
constant positive extraction sequence makes LOLEx a desirable technique
for a confined DZ even though the roughness of the DZ may preclude de-
].ivu~ of certain types of cargo.

1. RIOQIUG 1RUCEDUES

Interim rigging instructions for LOLEX have been published in
a draft TM 10-500-3, dated October 1964. TfLis manual gives detailed in-
5tructons-for-g ing -bulk-supplies-and -all -vehicles-that-, can- Joe.deliver-
ed by LOLEX, am. details for construction of the expendable platforms
(Pallets).

Low-level extraction in P.VN has been used to deliver bulk supplies
of all types and certain small items of equipment such as generators and
water purification units.

Normally, bulk items are rigged on a 48 x 96 inch or two 48 x 48
inch expendable platforms (pallets) constructed of 3/6-inch plywood and
2 x 8 inch lumber, as in figure D-2. The loads are lashed together and
to the platform by 15-foot tiedown straps and 188-inch AA slings or
20-foot slings as shown figure D-3.

Honeycomb shock absorbent material has not been required for
delivery of bulk supplies uy LQLEX in Vietnam. Rigging of vehicles,
however, would require the use of this material.

2. AIRCRAFT LCDING Pi OEDU1-h

The aircraft is prepared and loaded with the pallets for LOLEX
in the same maii-er as for a normal airland or airdrop mission. The loads
are secured and restrained in the cargo compartment of the aircraft using
the aircraft's organic tiedown devices. In addition to these normal
restraints to prevent shifting of the load during takeoff and in flight,
the loads are secured with a final breakaway restraint.

The final restraint is a standard 60-inch shear strap connected
rrom the bottom of the load through a shear knife of the extraction line

ANNM D D-2
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48"

- L -. J L .m-J L -

TOP VIEW

LX PX40"45

SIDE VIEW

3/4" PLY WOOD

FRONT 'VIEW

(U) FIGUR B-2. Construction details,., 48-inch akidhoard assembl.y.



(U) FIGURE D-3. lashing down a IlEX load.

to the floor of the aircraft. This prevents the load from shifting
after the tiedown devices are rezuoved unmti'l it is cut by the force of the
deploying extraction chute.

A forward restraint gate, or buffer board, is installed in front
of each conveyer as a safety measure to prevent forward movement of
the load in case of ground impact.

Installation of the aerial delivery system and securing of the
loads in the aircraft are accomplished simu~ltaneously by the crew chief
And the special forces loadmaater as in figure D-4~. A nylon safety cord
is attached to the extraction para hute after it is installed in the
pendulum release rack arnd connects! tight to the side of the cargo
compartmert. With this simple safety device, the AytrAction chute would
fall harmlessly to the floor in the event of an unintentional early
release or a malfunction of the release.

The loading anid rigging is not coxnpleLe until the pilot has
thoroughly checked the installation of the aerial delivery systeiu and
the loads for proper tiedcmns and positioning as show'n in figure D-.5.

3. IN-FLIGHT PRCCEDURES AI 'D SEQUENCE

Successful accomplishment of a LOIJX* rn~ssion requires a team
effort between the aircraft crew and the qualified loadmaster who has

D-5 ATNEM. D.
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(IS) ?IF=U D-4. Secnring a WIS load.

i:VI A

20

:3-

(U) ?1C11Z ID1. Pilot cheeks insta1lntirn of extraction chute

in pnu3.ia release rack.
AM=~ D D-6



(U) FIGUR D-4. Securing a LDIM lo~ad.

(U) IFUrM D-5. Pilot checks installation of extraction chute

in prxduliR release rack.

AM=~ D D3-6
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supervised the loading of the aircraft, installed the aerial delivery
system, and pepared the loads for extraction.

Enroute to the drop zone the pilot gives the loadmaster a 10,
6, and 1 minute warning prior to the drop. At each of these-warnings,
the loadmaster, assisted by the crew chief, performs the following
checks.

a) Ten swinute warning:

1) Makes a visual check of the pendulum extraction system
to insure that all components are in the correct pqsi-
tion

2) Makes a visual inspection of the loads and the rigging

3) Reports 10 minute check complete

b), Six minute warning (pilot turns red light on):

1) Removes tiedown devices except the forward safety re-
--- -etraint gate

2) Crew chief lowers cargo ramp three to five degrees below
ihe horizontal position

3) Insures that all personnel remain forward of the loads

4) Informs pilot that six minute check is complete

c) One minute warning-

1) Crew chief positions himself by the emergency pendulva
release handle

2) Removes the safety line from the extraction chute

3) Insures that all personnel are forward of the load

4) Reports one minute check complete

Sometime during this period the pilot establishes PM radio con-
tact with the ground party at the drop site. This is normally done from
5 to 10 minutes out. During this contact,.1the pilot will determine how
the DZ is marked, request smoke to determine wind direction, and receive
any current information on the eneny situation and condition of the-DZ.

As the aircraft approaches the DZ, the pilot plans and executes
an approach pattern just as if he were go.ug to land. The only difference

D-7 ANWX D



is that the approach will be a little less steep than a STOL approach
since the normal flap setting for IDIEX is 20 to 25 degrees, with afti opti-
mum dro, speed of 70 to 79 knots. The landing gear is lowered fL the
drop, prope-are set at 2250 rpm and power used as necessary to-mainta 4
70 to 75..knots and the desired 5 to 8 feet drop altitude.

Just prior to the release point the aircraft should be in a level
flight at an altitude of 5 to 8 feet above that of the DZ. Figure D-6
is a schematic diagram of a IMEX approach.

-At the release point the following actions take place:

a) The pilot calls out "Execute" as the cciIlot simultaneously
activates the green light and the pendulum release switch.

b) If the parachute does not fall from the pendulum release as
the green light comes on, the crew chief, without further
comand, pulls the manual pendulum release handle.

c) The loadmaster announces to the pilot "Chute released, load
extracted," or "Chute did not release," or-"Chute is on the
--floor," -or "Chute malfunctioned -outside, tbhiche-ver the_
may be.

As the pendulum release is activated, the extraction parachute
swings out of the cargo door into the slipstream, deploys, and pulls
the load out of the aircraft as shown in figures D-7 through B-12.
These photographs were taken of a dual extraction IDIEX at special forces
"A" detachment camp eite A-Ro on 22 October 1964.

After the load has cleared the aircraft, the loadmaster reports
his observation of the drop as the crew chief raises the ramp door and
secures all the loose tiedown devices as the pilot climbs out using METO
power of 2250 rpm and 42.5 inches mainfold pressure.

4. EIRNCT PROCEDURES

a. Ramp and Cargo Poor Failure

(1) Crew chief will notify pilot of failure.

(2) On order of the pilot, the rrew chief will manually
" open the cargo and ramp doors.

(3) The crew chief will notify the pilot that the door and
ramp are open and in the proper position (3 to 5 degrees below horizon-
tal).

b. Parachute Fails to Release from Rack

(1) The loadmaster will notify pilot of failure.

A AN)EX D
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(U) FIGURE D-9, Extraction chute deployed.
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3 , (2) After the arplane is at a aafe altitude, the pilot
wil diret h! o rsecure the l o for rearward restraint.
In cAse. of a dual load, the forward load .,r.7be secured first, after
which tirs. thoe ext~actio pASaphute for t he, forward load will be dis-
c.nnected: frouthe rear,.lqad,. The restrain will be reinstalled start-

1g at the fiwiord end of the ,load and Vorking rearward. If the
sxtractiti_,parahute J *ases._After the load. hap been secured the load-
mter will mart rearmp#,.and-qut the,, er tioh line. The loadmasterSvll notify the pilotdsuch an event. "

-r-te lTh oadste will raines.ra the extraction parachuae

Of et +ii lodm
44 - oa~i- t notitiis 'the pilot that the-load is re-

s* ~ "fait ifo;afef l~i an httea ato aachute has been made
inactij. -

. u ) le t w :l 4irect the crew chief to close the cargo

b) 2admzast 2-1 seCep the load for forward restraint.

(9)- T-rwctt fntifies--the pilot that the cargo door
nd rap are .losd i-Anthe lo6d fully restrained.

c. P~.*J~lfnc~iomafter Release from Rack

(l)- Uadmaster ntifies pilot as to type of malfunction.

(2) The pilot intiates a steep climb and orders the load-
.master to cut the 20-foot sling from around the load, allowing the ex-
traction system to fall away from the aircraft.

(3) After the extraction chute and straps are clear of the
airplane, the loadmaster notifies the pilot.

(4) The loadmaster and crew chief perform the steps neces-
sary to resecure the loads for flight with external tiedowns.

5 StMMY

Sinbe 19 July 1964. over 50 OIk missions have been flown in
support of the special forces resupply effort. The procedures for IDIEX
described in tkis annex are those that have been successfully used in
Vietnam. This system has added a new dimiension in aerial resupply methods
in Vietnamv because of its demonstrated simplicity, accuracy, and re-
liability.

ANNEX D D-16



(U) APP14DH To AM=~ a

SUMAR OF
-*--. **--~- W-LUV I&AC ION SSIONS

S.I.N.., V...M MNO 19 JUL Y 1964 TO. . .

~~first LOIZX miss' or executed in an operational theater ws'fow
by a US iy Caribou 19 July 1964 at Phrey ShrUnh Vietam .. -

Pereent of dnage was determined by dividing the total niumber of
:pounds dwmaged by the total number of poundsde~.ivredp thus:.

- -- COR -P

*-. ,-: .. ?!fil ,. ,N: m :TWV. ... . 41U - .

D=___ 0,T CA=0 CARGO ____= _ ZOIK DAXM-

19 Jul'64 5800 lbs i0
_______ Cargo $hrun --- -

, ortliA-
20 Jul 64 58O01bs 'oat±On: 'Pi,. 1

20 Jul 64 57104 Ib cation Sonifaa DI

• - ' MerIA1.

21 Jul 64 5800 lbs Amunition Don ur II

Ammunition
25 Jul64 6052 bs General Dong Te 31 3000 lbs

27Jl64 5Mo lbs cation Dong Tre II 2000 3li

Fortifi-
28 Jul 64 5800 lbs cation Go Dau Ha n,

Portifi-
31 Jul 64 5WO01be cation O~DMu Ha II

31 Jul 64 6216 lbs cation Plei Ta II

D-17 APPMDIX TO AN= D
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CORPS

AMOUM ~ MTP OF IX3 TACTIcaL 811P1LUS
- R _.:' . ... DiOAG"'DAK OF AARI CA"O.OK DML~

hmik ion
11 Aug 64 5800 bs and Buon Brieng II

__ _Rations

11 Aug 64 -.5oo s Rations 0Bkieng II

15 Aug 64: 640JPb .ition, onDon

Amunit ion
17 Aug 64 4000 DO anci AMO

22~r764 -600,b a Gszwral Buon Brieng I?

22 ,g 64, 5M lbs Amunito. Ben- Pouc

_,.._ _ _ _ -- - - -

22Au6 4500 1bs Oeneral' B4on Brieng I

22Aug64 5800 -cation Go tau Ha .. ,

Fortifi-
22 ug 64 5800 Ibs cation Mac Uoa *, IV

25 Aug 64 6000 lbs General Saigon III

25 &ug 64 5000 lbs Aurtnmtion Saigon III

25Aug6 60002s General oniDa in

25 Aug 64 6000 lbs humunition Sonila III .

29 Aug 64 6000 lbs 'Ammunition Ben Phouc IV

- - .. . I -.. ..8
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FIX- CORMS

rig6 6000lb The1V

7 Sep 64 4000 lbs Atmuition Phi Ta f

12 Sep 64 55001lbs ation Vog Tre
_________Material -

12 Sep 64 55001lbs Geea D ong rre I .

Water Puri.
20 sep 64 5500 lbs f icati on Dong Tre f

tnei+.

22 Sep 64 4000 lbs Cargo and Don rhuc I

25 sap 64 5000 lbs Rations' Camn tong I

25 Sep 64 4000 lbs Rations Bbion Pliouc inI

Construe-

27 sep 64 5500 Tbs tion Cam Dong I

1 Oct 64 33001lbs General Don Phuc I

Construe-
B Oct 64 3 800 lb s tion Don Phuc IV

________ ________Material_____

Construc-
9 Oct 64 3200 lbs tion Don Phuc IV

Kate rial1

Cowent and
10Oct 64 55001lba General Plei Ta I

10 Oct 64 5500 lbs Amunition Plei Ta I

D-109 APPENDIX TO ANNEX~ D



ANOUIT T'rIE, OF. DZXI'B T* AM= SUPPLMES
OF ABO ~ A0OSVF~ %=~( DAJWU

14Oect64 5300 Th& gaIof AC

u Oct 64 5300 abs 2ga.on A -450 i

A..i. tiOn
14Oct 6 4 4250 b and -TAKO

7 14 Oct 6 4 4300 lbs &=Untim 'TAlC)

Constr1d-

15 Oct 64 5200 ibs tion

. , Constrrue

15 Oct 64 5800 ibs :tion A I '

Construc-

1, Oct64 5200T hs tion AB

Li ber a .

15 Oct 64 5600 lbs General TAKO I

Construe-
19 Oct 64 3500 lbs tion ARO I

20 Oct 64 5200 Ibs Lumber TAKO I

20 Oct 64 5300 lbs tnmber ARO I

20 Oct 64 5300 lbs ice AO

20 Oct 64 3250 lbs Lumber Don Phuc IV

21 Oct 64 5220 lbs General ARO I

Cargo

ApPMMDX TO ANN.X D D-20



AMUINT TPE OF DILIVIM TACTICAL SUPPLIM
....... 0? CARGO CAMO sTU zoNE DAXMm

pOL (55-

14 Oct 64 5300 2bs gallon ARO I 3000 lbs
DrDestrove4
POL (55-

14 Oct 64 5300 Ibs gallon ARO 1 4500 10s
" ~Aym~udti-3n ...

14C Ct 64 4250 ]bs and TAKO I

14 Oct 64 4300 bs Ammunition TAKO I

15Oct64 i L tion

Construc-
15 Oct 64 50O ibs tion ARD IConstrueo-

15, Oct 64 520 Ibs tion ARD I

-- Lumber and
15 Oct 64 5600 lbs General T-AXO

Ctonstruc-
19 Oct 64 3500 1bs tion AR I

20 Oct 64 5200 lbs Lumber TAKO

20 Oct 64 5300 ibs Lunber T.C I

20 Oct 64 5300 lbs Rie ARO I

20 Oct 64 3250 lbs Lumber Don Pu I

21 Oct 64 5220 lbs General AM ICarZ-

APPENDIX TO A1MX D D-20
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AMOUNT 7Mf OF rj~vlf TACTICAL SUPPIM
DATE OF CARGO MW____ ________ G

22 Oct 64 5500 !bs Lumber and A30 I
Rations

24 Oct 64 3700 lbs General M3 I

26 Oct 64 .4000 lbs General AR0 I
V _ _ Cargo

,, ,'.Consit uc-

26 Oct 44 3000 ibs tion ARO I

2. Oct 64 5600 ls -Go ADO

Construc-
29 Oct 64  5700 bs tion ARO I

. Cqnstruc-
29-ct64 5800 hs 'tional ., 1

Pierced
30 Oct 64 4500 lbs Steel ABC I

Plates

30 Oct 64 4500 lbs Lumber AR0 I

TOTL 325,502 - - 12,500

D-21 APPENDIX TO AN D
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4 PW'1.lED P14ANGE TO 7I~f 1-59P-

,. , h foU~o-wiig- e to TO 1-59D, dated 27 Mauch 1964, are recom-
mended for counterinsurgency operations similar to those coructed in

1. SECTION 11 PERWONNSL

2.-i

P___p Change

4 .. 01 02 Add one Captain, Executive
Officer, MW0 1983

' -- :.---- x. - w-. . -..-- :-..r . .. .. .

07 ~Add two EC-6) Airpi Techa- ~-
. -• ...; .-. ,Inspectors, M.OB, .

FI) 0 "o5"A~d o~.. . - ; S CA n-Equip

. epairman, MOB 240

04 04 Add four E-6, Section Chiefs,' .,.:-.: , -, :. .. : MOS 672.60 i

04 05 Add sixteen L-4, Asst Flight

Engineers, M . 6..-

05. 02 Add one WO, Asst Maintenance
Officers MOS 671C

6 U2 Add four E-5, Sr Airpi Mach,
,OS 672.30

03., Add four E-4, Airpl Mech,
KC& b72.30

07 03 Add one E-4, HV Truck -Driver,
MOB 642.10

-: Add one E-4, Powerman,
- 5 351.10

' . 4

n 'I .. ..... ' I "



2. SFXTI0N III IMT

01 401088 Add three bayonet Knives,
W/p-bbrdvQ~',46t Rifle

42980Ad one PistolpAavc
*Caliber .4

435965 Add two Rifles, 7.62mm.
Semiaut~aricj Lt Barrel

02401088 Add one Bayonet K~nife
w/scabbii4 tor 7.62FRifle

_405638 Delete one chassis Tr~ler
-Generator., 21 1=,- 2 -Wheel.....

d35Acikd one Rifle, 7.62jn,

5 I362,* Add one Clock, Message
Center, X-2 I

610280 Delete one Cipher Machine,
T5EC/KL-7

614915 Delete one Electron~ic
Tactical Teletypewriter
Security Equip TSEIC/KI-7

616117 Delete one Generator Set,
Gasoline. Enginie, Trailer
mounted, PU-294/G
Add =3~ Generator Set,

- Gazolina'Engifle, Trailer
1Hkunted$ PU-253/U

02 657222 Delete one R~adio Teletype-
writer Set AN/GRL-46
Add one 4Iaxio Teletypewriter
set AN/14i-C-95
Add one TRC-42, VF Ground
M~ounted tadio

04 401088 Add twenty Bayonet Knives.,
w/scabbard for 7.62mm aifla

ANEXZ.E-



435965 Add twenty itif lea, ? .62mlA

637380 Delete four -tad1o Sets

05401 OW Add one Oayonit Knif e

05 w/'scabbard for 7.b2u. 4f 10

tj;429286 Add one Pistol, AutQllma.Uc;
Caliber .45.-

455410 Ad~d two Tool Sets, Orgaxmi-
h4ational maiatena~ce.,,Amw

. . Aircraft ..3et Ak.

455414 Add two Tool Sets, Organri--

-~-- -- . -zationaJ- Maintnnces Army

779922 ~ Acid one Shop Set, Ground

Field ~aneecAr~r
ianrAijrcraf t Set A.

785250 Delete one TVool 3etp.Organi-.-
2zati -onal Maintenance, Arnzy
Aire aft, 6et 0

06 401 068 Add eight 84aonet Knives,
w/scabbard for 7.62mm fd.fle

435965 Add cegt IiiUfles, 7.62=
Semiautomatic, Lt Barrel 4j

A. 74040Add eight Tool. Kit, Aircraft
Mechanics, Ge.neral

0? 401088S Add two B~ayonet Knives, 1
w/scabbard. for 7.62mm~ ±ifle

435965 Add two iifle5, 7.baum1,
6eiautomtic, Lt Bar~rel

461460 Add one Truck Tractor,
5-tone, bxb, SWB

760010 Delete (,.,e Antenna

AT-7WU/
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j~bx Qntai1Dthe data colisetion fous used durirng the cv-z

3v4uators xi siOA Report. 4

3-u-Oi bp ROrt Airdrop Teecniqus- j~. ,..~ *

- * hiiiiD ata, ache%4ed_)iA~zt*iAnor-

Nmaintevance Data, Abb Order , .,* " ,

5u~p17Data, quiitiozl sUMay : **4-.4.U7'V7-

Weut.arw Data, Battle Damage _

uintmics1O Data, Rc~tltO

Crew Chief Work Log ..... -...- .

AL~rraft Hit Report P~
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CV-2f (Ct.Ih4$U) EVA.LUA TION

1 ) 1.4 Mission~ Received:____ Crew:;

2) -) r4 No.

3)TvpeKasion:___________

4) D66W chedu]Lod Take 0ff/AIetur'
"A'streivmCbiof - -.-

6) Doi s&Lnt Type): n -~4~ Pt!!

8) Altitude

9) Approach and Landing Technique (Selected):

A) --Pattern:____________________________

b) Altitude_________________________

c) F:lap Setting:

d) Anzle of Descent/tate of Descent:_______________

a) Landing ho2ll:______________________

f ) Winds/Density Altitude:

10) Landing Area (Selected)-.

a) Length/Width:

b) Obstructions:_______________________

c) Comosition of~ Landing Area:_________________

d) Condition of Landing Area:

e) Commuications:_____________________

f) Loain/Unloading Pr~ocedure:

ANNEX Y -



11) Toae Off 'ecriq'.e:___________________________

u)Pz W0&e) r

14) vasive Action 'Taken:

1-5) S pecial TCechniqules-Used (Describe): -

- - - - - - - - --. " O-r - Q, 7 -'. .. .

a)sinigle Band Radio:

b) JHF/VHP1/FM:

c) Weather Avoidance Radar:

d)Au/bmii/T16nrler/Lecca:

e) Lescribe I 3..functions:___________________

3 1 f) Contribution of LquipWAent to Mission Accomplishment:~.

17) Aircraft M~aintenance Problems: _________________

18~) Summary: Pax Hauled/p8.x tKale:_______________

'r) ps & Aa~ouflt Cargo/Cargo lies:___________

Total1 A/C Flying 'ini:________________

Weather Time,___________________
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DATA COLL4ZCTION ECO W: j{~

CAciIBOtl h'VALUATION

Data.

. Meho Of~q Dequatdio _______________

Drop

ooor Bundles ._______

GaiyDrop

4. I

~$&.Deliery irte/Drop zone:

_Uza .(LCngt.hizie h

(b) Elevation _____________ 
______

(c) Describe DZLZ surrounding terrain_________

(d),escribe terminal guidance used....____..

ANNLI
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Drop A~ltitude-', .. , . _ . . ,

Ground fire' (yei, NO)

15itiiate of c: ua

b.Wather. _______ _______

+ .- '.--...--- 7., ver) .(groundi)

7. Evaluaors C.. ..nt5

i.

ANNXF -



2)chn'edlied -Oreanizationl -PAintenance-. .

Daily and IntermediM,8 --InSPecti'n- *- .-
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D47y

* o~Lade ube Nmbr Dtscription Started -FD.I5hed, Time ' rs
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LIZ -- 0 1)

CODE. 02' . a. ?'

.. zn _Totla.

Totaliled

Percent Fill.ed

ACTIV Form
(Z8 July 19zzF F -9



DATA COiLFZTCiO tU'i;XOD

Battle a&g .,

c.--wwry of Aircraft ;pits

Altitude Ini the Pattern h-an-Houa fOr-

Dae Corps Area,.. Tiote

-. 44

- S - -.---- e.o -4 - S

AC&.&V 
- -

(2 -ul 1964)



4) e

Ac ttSN PiE__ Acft SI: PE Acft SN P,~ vL
DH DM DR4 PM

±'oal:Total: 'Totl jo

.Aft N FEPqV -A -A A-t-pV_

Di? DI -DI~

Aeft S PlB__ A~j N Acft SN: Acrt.514 Aprt&) 0 FE

1NT I~TTINT__ IN?__

'Toti: ~Tot4.l: -- Total:___ T"4J:

Acft SN PE__ Acft SN PE kcft SN PE Acft SN. PE__

DI DI DI DI__
IT ANT INT__ IN~__

latal: Total: Totral: Total.___

ACTIY Form
(28 Julyj 1964)
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CI& Ch~m WORK LOG

1. was awakened at ~ hOurs.

~.I began work'-at ._-ours. . '

3. Preparation of ray aircraft for flignt-took
hours mir s,

4 - .Take-: fC time was -______hours. -.. .
4-~ noU-.

0- Ttal number of operational stops was . ' '

7. -Tot.in er-of pazsengers h -ule - was ....-- "

8. otal asourit of car~go iiauled.

9. -Time spent for lunch break was___
hours rins

10. Total time spend for refueling and servicing my aircraLa.t wap__

hours mins

11. Final landing Lime was________

12. bly after-flight mintenance ar daily inspection took_ _
hours ins

_ including zoself there were people doing the work.

13. 1 finished work at hours.

I ate supper after wo:k.

_] I took a supper ureak.
hour adins

14. I _have an assistant crew chief during the
(did) (didntt)

flight.

15. (incluae a rtxding unuzal tiUt caused you extra work or

difficulty; such as -tmand maintenance during tne day or unusal
loading probiAems

ANMeX F F-12



134 Jim.

23 ft I

31 (t * In.

9 ft a 1.1

Date o~f Hlit _______Geogr'aphital 
L~ocati.on

of Airc raf t

Fuibr -f Altitudas of Aircrft
'a to When Iiit

Location of
Hi t a on
Aircaft _______
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Department of the Army -
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